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Abstract 
In 1970s, S. T. Yau developed the Liovuille type theorem for positive harmonic 
functions on complete manifolds with non-negative Ricci curvature by gradient es-
timate. After that, there have been many different variants of the theorem and the 
technique. In this paper, we first discuss the proof of a Liouville-type theorem for 
LP solutions of divergence-type differential inequality of the form udiv{ipVu) > 0, 
which will demonstrate the general technique and philosophy of the field. We 
will also discuss Li's famous abstract finiteness theorem for non-negative solu-
tions of the Bochner-type differential inequality 小/^小 + a{x)4> + A\V(i)\^ > 0 and 
its application to the topology of submanifolds in Cartan-Hadamard manifolds. 
Finally we discuss the relations between numbers of different types of ends and 
dimensions of different spaces of harmonic functions, and as an application, the 
generalization of the classical splitting theorem on manifolds with non-negative 
Ricci curvature to manifolds with suitable lower Ricci bound and positive first 
eigenvalue for Laplaciari. 
/ 
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On the Liouville theorem says the space of bounded harmonic functions 
is trivial, i.e., contains only constant functions. Matlieiriaticiaiis want to know 
what's the situation on Rierriannian manifolds and moreover how about other 
spaces of harmonic functions. In 1975, S. T. Yaii proved in [37] the famous Li-
ouville theorem that there are no non-constant positive harmonic function on 
complete manifolds with non-negative Ricci curvature by means of gradient es-
timate, and later in 1976, he proved in [38] that there are no non-constant, 
non-negative L^-siibharmonic functions on complete manifolds without bound-
ary. Recently in 2005 and 2008, S. Pigola, M. Rigoli and A. G. Setti proved 
in [29] and [30], that any locally Lipschitz solution u of differential inequalities 
of the type udiv{'^Vu) > 0 weakly on M for some suitable (p, satisfying some 
non-iritegrable conditions is constant function. Their result recovers Yau's result 
on non-negative L^ subharmonic functions by setting 三 1. 
To deal with the space of LP harmonic /c-forms on M, i.e., in 1980, 
Peter Li developed the famous abstract finiteness theorem in [14], which asserts 
any space of smooth sections of Riernannian vector bundles over a Riemannian 
manifold is finite dimensional provided all sections in the space satisfy the unique 
6 
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continuation property and the norm of the sections satisfy the Bocliner-type dif-
ferential inequality (pAcj) + + > 0 for some suitable a{x), A. Notice 
tha.t harmonic k-forms satisfy the unique continuation property, and by Bochner 
formula they satisfy the Bochner-type differential inequality where a{x), A are 
related the Ricci curvature and first eigenvalue of M. 
Another way to understand harmonic functions on a complete manifold M is by 
the Green's function. In 1987, Peter Li and Luen-Fai Tarn used an exhaustion 
argument to prove in [19] the symmetric Green's function exists on a complete 
Riemannian manifold. The constructive proof also suggests that there exists a 
positive symmetric Green's function on M if and only if M is non-parabolic. 
Based on the result, in 2000, Chiung-Jue Sung, Luen-Fai Tarn and Jiaping Wang-
established in [34] the isomorphisms between different spaces of harmonic func-
tions on M and the direct sum of spaces of harmonic functions on each of its 
ends. An immediate corollary is that the dimension of space of bounded har-
monic functions with finite Dirichlet integral is bounded below by numbers of 
non-parabolic ends. 
By careful estimates on each end, in 2001, Peter Li and Jiaping Wang proved 
in [20] a splitting theorem for a complete Riemannian manifold M饥 satisfies 
Ric{M) > —(m — 1) and Ai(M) > (m - 2). Later in 2002, they proved in [21] 
an improved splitting theorem for a complete Riemannian manifold M'^ satis-
fies Ric{M) > -{m — 1) and Ai(M) > Note that by a theorem of S. Y. 
Cheng, Ric{M) > —(m — 1) implies Ai(M) < so in [21], the eigenvalue 
is actually maximal possible. Now assume M is the universal covering of a com-
pact. manifold iW几 with Ric{M) > —(m — 1), and Ai(M) > it seems 
reasonable to expect M is isometric to IFF\ In 2008, Xiaodong Wang proved in 
36] that the conjecture is true. The key point is to introduce the Kaimanovich 
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entropy /?(M), which can better measure the relations between the Ricci cur-
vature and the eigenvalue. In the preprint [13], he proved the same conclusion 
via the volume entropy. We remark here that the fact M is the universal cover-
ing of a compact manifold is crucial, in the sense that we need the compactness 
to introduce both the Kaimanovich entropy and the volume entropy in the proofs. 
In this survey, we would like to provide a detailed introduction to these results. 
In Chapter 1，we provide without proof the background knowledge including the 
comparison theorems, Bochner techniques, eigenvalue estimates for Laplacian and 
the spectral theory for Schrodinger operators. In Chapter 2, we present the Yau's 
Lioiiville theorem, the generalized Liouville-type theorems of S. Pigola, M. Rigoli 
and A. G. Setti. In Chapter 3, we discuss Li's abstract finite dimensionality re-
sults and their applications. In Chapter 4，we turn to the constructive proof of 
Peter Li and Luen-Fai Tarn on the existence of symmetric Green's functions on 
complete Riemannian manifolds and the relations between numbers of different 
types of ends and dimensions of different spaces of harmonic functions. In Chap-
ter 5, We present the classical splitting theorems of J. Cheeger and D. Gromoll 
for manifolds with non-negative Ricci curvature, the splitting theorems of P. Li 
and J. Wang for manifolds of Ricci curvature with a negative lower bound and 
X. Wang's result for a simply connected manifold having Ricci curvature with a 
negative lower bound and maximal possible eigenvalue. 
Chapter 1 
Background knowledge 
1.1 Comparison theorems 
We present the classical Hessian comparison and volume comparison theorems in 
this subsection. Please refer to [7], [15] and [33] for details. 
Let (M, g) be an n dimensional Riemannian manifold. For a fixed point 
p G M, define r{x) = dist{p,x)yx € M. r{x) is Lipschitz thus differentiable 
almost everywhere. Define 
Iq = s\ip{t > 0| expp(tX) is the only minimal geodesic connecting 7 ( 0 ) and 7(0} . 
If LQ < +00, we call 7(/;o) the cut point of p along 7 . All cut points form the cut 
locus of p, denoted hy Cut[p). Denote ii{X) = distipnM)�'X G S'"^ C TpM. 
Define E = {tX\0 < t < G C TpM}, Then M = expp{E)llCup{p) 
and e x p p � is star domain centered at p. 
For f G C�M), define HessU%X,Y�= XYf - VxYf • We can calculate the 
Hessian of r at the differentiable points inside the cut locus. Pick x € expp(E), 
and let 7 be the minimal geodesic joining (j(0) = p,and cr(r) = x. For any 
X G TxM, (X,悬〉二 0，extend X along a to be a Jacobi field X such that 
9 
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X{a{0)) = X，X{a{r)) = X [1 , §：] = 0. Then 
Hess(r){X,X) = XXr - iVxX)r 
= X � X , I h v x X , 1 ) 




Hess{r){X,X) 二 I 
Jq dt 淋 
二 l \ + (X, 
Jo ^ i 瓦 
Since X is a Jacobi field, 
dt dt dt ot 
So 
Hess{T){X^X) 二 f : iVaXp — 
T h e o r e m 1.1.1. (Hessian comparison theorem) Let Mi and M2 be two n-dimensional 
complete Riemannian manifold. :. [0, a] — Mi, i 二 1,2 are two geodesies param-
eterized by arc length. Denote distance functions to 7i(0) on M^ by r^. Suppose 
7i(a) is within the cut locus of ji{0), and \/t G [0, a 
where X, e “”风，�X“ 悬〉=0. Then 
Hess{n)(X^, < HessirM.,最）. 
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Coro l lary 1.1.2. (Laplacian comparison theorem) Suppose M is an n-dimensional 
complete Riemannian manifold such that Ric{M) > — (n — for some k > 0, 
and N is the space form with constant sectional curvature Denote the 
distance functions to fixed points on M and N by TM and respectively. If 
X e M.y E N such that (工)二 'nv(2/)，and TM is differentiable at x, then 
ArM(>) < Aryv(y). 
It's easy to calculate in the space form N with constant sectional curvature 
Ar,v = (n — l)A:coth(A;riv). 
Coro l lary 1.1.3. Suppose A4 is an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold with 
Ric{M) > — (n — l)k2，then on differentiable points of r 
A r < + 
As a result, when the manifold has non-negative Ricci curvature, on differen-
tiable points of r we have 
A r < 
— r 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.1.4. Suppose M is a complete Riernanman manifold with non-
negative Ricci curvature, and r is the distance function to a fixed point p G M. 
Then in the distribution sense, 
— r 
on M. 
Suppose X G M is a fixed point, 7 � is a geodesic starting from x with 7 , ( 0 ) = 
V e T工M. If Y{t) is a Jacobi field along 7 such that 7 (0 ) 二 0，"K'(O) = we T^M, 
then 
= 7 ( 0 ) , 
dexp,,{w) = r'Y{t). 
And if (v, w)x = 0, then 
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= 0. 
Let V = 7(0), W2, ..-.Wn be an orthonorrnal basis for T^M, then 7'(力)， /^exp如(?灼) 
I '>；：(/ ) form an basis for T ) � M as long as 7 � is not a conjugate point of 7(0) 
along 7. So the Jocabian of the map exp at tv, which we denote by A{t,9), where 
6•二 is 
A{t,e) 二 lY⑷八力一1}^2A-. 
T h e o r e m 1.1.5. Suppose M is an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold 
with Ric{M) >{n- 1)K, then 
f ^ - i A ( 力 , 没 ⑴ 
is an non-increasing function with respect to t, where 5'/((力)and t satisfy 
SK{t) 二 when K > 0; 
So{t) = LO < ^ < +OC when K 二 0; 
Sxit) = <t<+oo when K < 0. 
L e m m a 1.1.6. Suppose f{s),g{s) > 0. ^ is non-increasvng. Let F{t)= 
JQ /(s)rLs, G{t) = /Q g{s)ds. then ^ is also non-increasing. 
T h e o r e m 1.1.7. (Bishop volume comparison theorem) Suppose M is an n-
dimensional Riemannian manifold with Ric{M) > (n — l)K, for x G M, R > 
0, V����忍、is non-increasing with respect to R. So 
Vol{B,iR))<V{K, R) 
where V{K, R) is the volume of the geodesic ball with radius R in the space form 
with constant sectional curvature K. 
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1.2 Bochner techniques 
We present standard Bochner Techniques and Kato inequalities for harmonic 
maps in this subsection. Especially show that when the inequality in Kato in-
equality for a harmonic function becomes an equality, then the Hessian of the 
function becomes a diagonal matrix with trace zero. Please refer to [301 for de-
tails. 
Let (M, (.)) and {N, (,)) be two Riemannian manifolds of dimension m and 
n respectively, and f : M — iV be a smooth map. Let df G T{T'M 0 f'^TN) 
be the differential of f and define e{f){x) = In local coordinates of {a;''} 
and { i f } , 
If O c M is compact, define the energy of f by 
EnLf) = LAf)dVol‘ 
Definition 1.2.1. .4 smooth map f : {M； (,)) 一 (A', (,)) is harmonic if, for 
any compact 0 C M, f is the stationary point for the energy functional Eq : 
C'^^M, N) — R with respect to variations preserving f on dQ. 
T h e o r e m 1.2.2. (Bochner formula) Let f : (M, (,)) 一 {N, (,)) be a smooth 
map. Then 




where {ej are orthonorrnal frame on M, and ^^Ricc, ^Riern are Ricci and Rie-
mannian curvature tensor on M and N respectively. In particular if f is har-
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monic’ 
I m ? = \Ddjf + 
i 
- ； 俗 e m (編， d f { e , ) ) d f { e , ) , df{e,)) 
If we further assume that f is a, harmonic function, the formula becomes the usual 
Bochner formula 
|A丨V/f 二 |/"/e貼(/)|2 + m(机 Vn. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1.2.3. (Refined Kato inequality) Suppose M, N are Riemannian 
manifolds of dimensions m and n respectively. Let f : M — N be a harmonic 
map. Then 
holds pointwisely on the open dense subset O 二 {工 G M : \df\{:i;) + 0} and weaMy 
on all of M. Equality holds if and only if 
Hess{f) 二 dia.g{ — (jn — 1)^, j j , f j . } . 
1.3 Eigenvalue estimates for Laplacian operator 
We present eigenvalues estimates o f the Laplacian operator. Please refer to [15], 
33] and [39] for details. 
In [7), S. Y. Cheng established the comparison theorem for the first eigenvalue. 
T h e o r e m 1.3.1. Suppose M is an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold 
with Ric(M) > {n — l)k. Denote the geodesic ball centered at p e M with radius 
R in M by B(j), r), and the geodesic hall with radius R in space form with constant 
curvature k by V(k, R), then with respect to the Dirichlet boundary condition 
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X,(B(p,r))<MV(k,r)). 
After calculate the first eigenvalue of the geodesic ball in the space form, we 
have 
Ai < ^ ^ ^ ^ when Ricc(A/I) > 0: 
Ai < ^ when Ricc{M) > n - 1; 
Ai < \k + when Ricc{M) > (n - l ) ( - /c) , k > 0; 
where d is the diameter of the ball. 
For lower bounds of the first eigenvalue, we have 
T h e o r e m 1.3.2. (Lichnerowicz) Suppose M is an u-dimensional complete Rie-
mannian manifold without boundary and Ricc > {n — l)k > 0； then 
Ai > nk. 
By using the gradient estimate, Li-Yau obtained a lower bound in [24 . 
T h e o r e m 1.3.3. Suppose M is compact complete Riernarmian manifold of non-
negative Ricci curvature without boundary. Let d be the diameter of M, then 
Later in [39], J. Zhong and H. Yang improved the above estimate and got a 
sharp estimate. ‘ 
T h e o r e m 1.3.4. Suppose M is a compact complete Riemcmnian manifold without 
boundary and Ricc > 0，then 
’ 
By means of gradient estimate, we can derive 
T h e o r e m 1.3.5. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifolds of dimension 
n. If dM = 0 and Ric > -(n- l)K for some K >0, then 
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1.4 Spectral theory for Schrodinger operator on 
Riemannian manifolds 
We present the spectral theory of Schr5dinger operator. Please refer to [30] for 
details. 
Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold, A is its (negative semidef-
inite) Laplace-Beltrami operator, and assume q G Lf^^iM). For any open set 
Q C M, we consider the Schrodinger operator 
Lq = 一 A + q 
and when ft = M we just write L for Lm. Originally the operator is only defined 
on as a symmetric operator, to which we can associate the quadratic form 
二丄(�VV，•,〉+ —4、• 
If LQ is bounded from below, then still denote its Friedrichs extension by Lq. 
And we have 
For bounded domains we have 
Propos i t i on 1.4.1. Suppose O c M is a bounded domain, then LQ has purely 
discrete spectrum consisting of a rum-decreasing sequence of eigemmlues, repeated-
according to m/altiplicity, 
XI{LQ) < < ... < A„(Lq) — +00 as n — +oo. 
Further if Q C O!, then for every n, 
An(-^o') < 入n(乙n). 
And therefore 
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where i{T) is the Morse index of the essential self-adjoint operator T defined as 
i{T) = sn]^{dim,C : C C D(T) , (j)) < 0，W) e C) 
where D{T) is the domain of definition of T. 
We now turn to unbounded domains, begin with the following improved ver-
sion of the theorem by D. Fisher-Colbrie and R. Schoen. Please refer to |8], [29 
for details. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.2. Suppose ( M , � ’ � ) is a Riemannian manifold, Q C M is a do-
main and q{x) G Lg... Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) There exists u G > 0 and it's the weak solution of 
Acj — q{x)uj 二 0 cm O; 
(ii) There exists (b G 
Hlc,小〉0，and It's the weak solution of 
A0 — q(x)(j) < 0 an O; 
(zrO Ai(Lo) > 0. 
As an application 
T h e o r e m 1.4.3. Suppose M is a Riemannian manifold, then the following state-
ments are equivalent: 
(i) L is hounded from below on C^{M); 
[ii) For any rdatwely compact domain Vt the operator is bounded from be-
low onC^{M\n); 
[Hi) There exists a relatively compact domain O such that the operator L石 is 
bounded from below on \ Q). 
And as a result, we can prove 
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T h e o r e m 1.4.4. Suppose (M,〈，〉) is a complete Riemannian manifold, and L = 
- A + q is hounded from below on C^(M). Then L is essentially self-adjoint on 
Cf{M). 
Then we can relate the bottom of the essential spectrum of L and the bottom 
of the spectrum of Schrodinger on exterior domains. 
T h e o r e m 1.4.5. Suppose {Ad,�,�) is a complete Riernonnian manifold and L is 
hounded from below. For any relatively com,pact subdomain D” denote by 
the Friedrichs extension of —A + q. Then 
irifaess{L) = sup inf 
QCCM 
:= sup inf — —""""p 
nccM0-^4>ec^{M\n) J^ V 
Now if we define the generalized Morse index by 
^(L) = s\ip{t{LN) ： O C C M} 
Since is a core of the quadratic form Qn, so 
认Ln) = sui){dimC ： L C C f (Q), (p)^^ < G C). 
L e m m a 1.4.6. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold and i{L) < +oo . 
Then there exists a compact set K such that XI{LM\K) > 0. 
And we have the theorem 
T h e o r e m 1.4.7. Suppose (M,〈，〉) is a complete Riemannian manifold, then 
(I) If L is self-adjoint on then i{L) = i{L). 
(a) If i[L) < +00, then L is bounded from below，essentially self-adjoint on 
C f ( M ) and i{L) = i{L) < +oo . 
As a partial converse of the lemma we have the corollary below. 
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Coro l lary 1.4.8. Suppose [M,〈，〉) is a complete Riemannian manifold. If there 
exists a relatively compact domain O such that � 0 , then 
i{L) < +00 
Chapter 2 
Vanishing theorems 
2.1 Liouville type theorem for U subharmonic 
functions 
III this subsection we show the Liouville type theorems by Professor S.T.Yau. 
Please refer to [15], [33] and [38] for details. 
Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose M is a complete Pdemanrnan manifold. Let p e M 
such that B.p(^2r)ndM = 0 and f he a non-negative subharmonic function defined 
on Bp(2r). Then for any a > I, there exists a constant C 二（7(^0 > 0 depending 
only on a such that 丨 
[广2|V/|2 < CV-2 I R. 
JBPIR) J B^{2R) 
In particular, if M has no boundary, then there does not exist any nonconstant, 
nonnegative, L^ subharmonic function. 
Proof. We use special cut-off functions to prove it. Define (j) by (^(.x) = 1 when 
r(.r,7?) < r，(^(.t) - 0 for r(x,p) > 2r and (h > 0 with 0 < < for 
20 
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some positive constant C. We then have 
0 < f 
J Bp(2r) 
=-{a -1) [ [ 广-1〈•么•/〉. 
J B.p{2r) J Bp{2r) 
By algebraic inequality, we have 
2 [ # « - l � V < ^ , V / � < ^ / 2 r I•诊丨2广 
JBp{2r) �iSp(2r) ^^ 一丄 
So 
^ I .广—2|V/|2 < ^ / '诊 2广 - 2 |•力2 
2 JBpir) � J B p { 2 r ) 
< ^ f m'r 
—丄 JBpCZr� < __5___ I. 尸. 
— - 1) JB,(2r) 
Take C 二 the first part is proved. 
When M has no boundary, take r — +oo, we have 
I .r—2|v/|2 = o, 
J M 
SO when / ^ 0, |V/| 二 0; and when f = 0, since / > 0, / attains its minimum 
and |V/| = 0 . So |V/| 三 0, and / is a constant. • 
2.2 Generalized type of vanishing theorem 
In this subsection, we give a generalized type of Yau's vanishing theorem. It says 
that if the manifold admits a special Schrodinger operator whose bottom spec-
trum is non-negative, then a large class of functions will vanish on the manifold. 
Please refer to [30] for details. 
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T h e o r e m 2.2.1. Suppose ( M , � , � ) is a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume 
u e LZiM) n satisfy 
udiv{(pVu) > 0, 
weakly on M，and for some p > 1； 
J dBr 
Then u is a constant. 
The theorem is due to S. Pigola, M. Rigoli and A. G. Setti. We omit the proof 
here. Please refer to [30] for details. 
Note that when u(pi e then by co-area formula, 
厂+00 /• N-l 
/ / M 〜） d r = +CX) 
Jro 、J dBr ) 
so the assumption in the above theorem is satisfied. So when ；^三 1, the above 
theorem recovers Yaii's theorem. 
By Applying the above theorem, we can prove some uniqueness result for har-
monic maps. 
Suppose N is a complete Riemannian manifold, and assume on Br^ci) C N, we 
have that the sectional curvature of N is bounded from above by some A: > 0 and 
\/kR < f such that the geodesic ball is regular. Define qk by 
{ if k = 0, 
qk{t) = { 2 
[ 1 ( 1 -cos(VXO) if ^ > 0. 
Let / , g : (M,〈，〉）— BR[q) C N be harmonic maps taking value in the regular 
geodesic ball and define functions <l>, u : M —> R by 
= - log{cos{\/kdistr^'{q, f{x))) cos{\/kdistN{q； g{x)))), 
Lp{x) 二 e—W®) = cos{\/k:distN{q, f{x))) cos{VkdistN{q, 
u = {^{x))~^qk{distN(f{x),9{x))). 
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By simple calculation we know there exists a constant C > 1 such that 
C-^ < ( f < l and 
C-^d.istNif{x),g{x))'^ < u{x) < CdistN(f{x),9{x)f. 
By a result of W.Jager and H, Kaul in [11], we know 
div{(fWu) > 0 
on M, which implies, 
udiv{(^Vu) > 0 
weakly on M. Now we can use the above theorem to get 
T h e o r e m 2.2.2. With all notations introduced above, and assume for some p > 
I, 
disti暴 gfP e L\M). 
In case of p = 1. if we also assume 
r Q 
/ distN{f\gf < g 
JdBr log' 
and 
for some constants C\ ,6 > 0 and r > 1. If vol{M) 二 +oo，then f 三 g. 
Proof. As rioted above, cp and u satisfy 
udiv{ifVu) > 0 
weakly on M. And the integrability implies 
二 ^ L�(M). 
In particular 
( f if u^y' ^ L\+oo). 
J DB 'R 
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If p > 1, use Theorem 2.2.1, we know u is a constant, i.e., there exists a constant 
Ci > 0, such that 
qB{dtstN{f{x),g{x))) = Ciif. 
Since vol{M) = oo’ and (7—i < < the integrability condition now becomes 
e L\M), which forces Ci = 0 and therefore d i s tN{ f {x ) , g {x ) )三 0. 
The case p 二 1 is a consequence of the following version of Theorem 2.2.1. • 
T h e o r e m 2.2.3. Suppose ( A f , � , � ) is a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume 
that 0 < (p e iJf�人A4") and u e Lipioc{M) satisfy 
div((pVu) > 0 
weakly on M. If u > 0 and 
f C 
/ — < 1 0 JdBr r log- r 
and 
u{x) < Cexp(r^(a:；)) 
for some constants C, f5 > 0 and r ( x ) � 1 . Then u is a constant. 
We omit the proof here. Please refer to [30 . 
We now give a theorem which will be used a lot later. 
T h e o r e m 2.2.4. Suppose ( M , � , � ) is a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume 
a{x) e LJ^ (^M), (f) e Lipioc{M) satisfy the following differential inequality 
+ + A\V(b\^  > 0 
weakly on M for some ^ G M. Let G LipiodM) be a positive solution of 
A'V? + Ha{x)ip < 0 
vjeakly on M for some H > A 1, H > 0. If 
^JdBr ^ 
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for some 6 satisfying A < 3 < H - I, [5 > - 1 . Then there exists a constant 
C G M such that 
Cif = 
And, 
(i) If H — 1 > A, then 6 is constant on M, and if in addition, a{x) does not 
vanish identically, then (p is identically zero: 
(ii) If II — I = A, and (j) does not vanish identically，then (p and therefore 
satisfy 
+ Ha{x)(f 二 0 
weakly cm M. 
The proof of the theorem is delicate, we omit it here. Please refer to [30] for 
details. 
Immediate to the theorem is the following 
Coro l lary 2.2.5. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian 'mamfold. Let a{x) G 
Lg^(M), A eRJi > A-^ 1, Ii > 0 and L 二 一 A — //a(.r). Assume • G Lipioc is 
a changing sign solution to the differential inequality 
ijAi； + + > 0 
such that 
([|训2(阳))一1矣Ll(十⑴)， 
\ JdBr , 
for some (5 > -I, A < (3 < H - I. Then 
Ai(L) < 0. 
Proof. Argue by contradiction. Assume not, /\i(L) > 0，then there exists 0 < 
if e C\M) satisfying A(p + Ha{x)(p = 0 on M• By the theorem above, there 
exists a constant C such that C 中 = N o w • is sign changing while if is 
positive, contradiction. • 
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Another consequence is that in the Euclidean space, we have 
Corollary 2.2.6. Let a(x) e and L = - A - Ha(x). If • is a sign 
changing solution to the differential inequality 
'ipA'ip + a{x)ij > 0 
on R"'. such that for some H > I, 
\ip{x)\ = 0 (r ( : r ) — ( l o g r ( x ) ) j 
as r{x) —> +00. Then 
Ai(L)<0 . 
Proof. Notice that the asymptotical behavior of ‘ip implies 
( [ h / f ) — 1 运 Li(+(X))’ 
\ JdBr y 
Indeed, 
/ \ r { x ) ~ ^ (log )击 12 = r 0 ) — V (log rO.))去nUn,—^ 
JdBr 
二 T i c j ^ r —一 i(logr)互 
So for any R > 0, 
厂 1 广+ OC 
I ( |r(.T;)-w(logr(x))^p)" dr = 丄 / —吾dr 
Jr \JdBr ‘ , 叫J R 
1 f + ⑴ ( n - 、 — 丄 、 
= / r H (log r) ^a(logr) 
ntdn JR 
1 f相 1 
> ——/ t-Hdt 
^^n .7 log R 
(n —2)(H —1) 
where the inequality comes from that / / > 1, so r h > 1. When 11 = 1, 
r+oo 1 + 
/ t - U t = log 力 
J log R 
—+00 
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When / / > 1, 
f+�丄,丄 H 丄+OC 
U H't 二 ^ ^ 叫 
= + 0 0 
To sum up, 
O f (log r ) ^ 运 l / (+oo)， 
dBr 
and l^tpix)] = O ( r ( x ) ~ w ( l o g r { x ) ) ^ ) as r(x) — +00, so 
([|例2)—V�l( + � ) . 
^JdBr J 
Then we can apply the theorem by setting 乂二 0, 二 0 and now by the same 
argument in the previous corollary we have 
Ai(L) < 0. 
• 
We end this section with another corollary. 
Coro l lary 2.2.7. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold. Let a{x) G 
A < 0 . If lb G Lipioc is a non-constant weak solution of the differential 
inequality 
satisfying 
( I �“2)—1 多乙i(+�). 
^ J dBr 乂 
Then there exists G [0,1) such that, for any H > HQ, the differential inequality 
Aip + Ha{x)(p < 0 
has no positive, locally Lipschitz weak solution on M, and for any 0 < H < Hq 
such solution exists. 
Chapter 3 
Finite dimensionality results 
3.1 Three types of integral inequalities 
We prove the Poincare-type, local Sobolev and Caccioppoli-type inequalities on 
a manifold with a negative lower bound for Ricci curvature. Please refer to [30 
for details. 
We begin by giving Poincare-type inequalities on Riemannian manifolds which 
are natural generalizations of Poincare inequalities on W\ The result is due to 
P. Li and R. Schoeri, see [17 . 
T h e o r e m 3.1.1. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold of dirnenswn n. 
Let R he that 5R < diarn{M), and o G M such that B-or{o) is relatively compact 
in M. IF K > 0 and 
Ric{M) > —(m — 
on B^r{o). Then for any p> 1, 
f K < Cp [ 
for any u G Cq{Bb{o)) with 
一 f pRexY){2n{l-r KR))Y 
28 
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Proof. Fix Xi e dB2R(o) and let p(y) 二 diM^iy,工i)‘ By the Laplacian compari-
son theorem, it follows that on Bsr{o), 
fji — 1 
Ap < (m — l )Bcoth(Br) < - y - + (m - l)B 
in the weak sense, that is, for every 0 < (p e C^{Bsr{o)), 
J pA<p< J + (m — 1)B)办 
Let a > 0 be a constant to be chosen, we compute 
in the weak sense. Since BR(O} C B3R(XI) \ BR(XI), we deduce that 
Ae-^ ^ > ac—哗fa — — (m — 1)b) 
— V R \ ) 
on BR{O). NOW choose A = + B), we obtain, 
"" \R J 
on BR{O). Let 0 < E C^{BR{O)), apply the divergence theorem, 
I lijAe，= - I 〈•功,Ve—。,)〉， 
Jbr{o) J Bn{o) 
hence 
6一3丑《 (丄 + B) f ip< [ 邮 < / I•功|e-沾 
) JBR{O) JBR{O) JBR{O) 
rearrange it to get 
[ 丨 講 
JbM 1 + 腿 JBnio) 
Now let u e C^{Br{o), apply Kato inequality and H51der inequality to get 
f 卜…p < 御 ） [ v f i ^ r ) 
JBR(O� 1 + BR J B.R(O) \ ) 
= R e 2 饥 ( 1 +丑丑 ) [ p \ u r ' Vl'ul 
1 + BR Jbr{O) 
1 + BR J Bn{o) 
— 1 + B丑 �J b m > ^JBM ) 
Simply it, we get the required conclusion. • 
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Also we will need another version on the annulus area where the function 
vanishes only on one of its boundaries. 
Define for p > 1, the p-Laplacian ApU for u £ VF/^ J by ApU 二 div(jVuj^'^Vu), 
we prove 
L e m m a 3.1.2. Suppose M is an n dimensional Riemannian manifold. Let A 二 
n.2 \ Hi be an annular domain with compact boundary dCli U 8^2- Let p> I and 
0 < (f E Lip(A) be a non-zero solution of the problem 
！ Ap(p > 0 weakly on A, 
(f = 0 on 80.2-
Suppose also that 
> 0 on A. 
Then there exists constant 
pP sup^  I 沖， 
such that 
C [ \uf < f 
J A J A 
for any u G C^X^)门 satisfying 
u = 0 on dQi. 
Proof. By assumption 
for every 0 < p € As a matter of fact, since cp e Lip(A) C W^^p(A), 
we know the inequality holds true from any 0 < p G Notice that 
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e use it as a test function, we have 
0 < — y\|V(^r2vv9,v((/:^M”� 
= - J - J p M ， 一 2 � v v , v M � 
< - J J 
< - J + J M 引 对 ” ( J 广 
So 
therefore 
C [ \'uf < [ I•水 
J A J A 
• 
Now we have 
T h e o r e m 3.1.3. Suppose M is a complete Riemanman manifold of dimension 
n. Let o E M and Br{o) a relatively compact geodesic hall. Assume that Ric > 
-{m — on Br{o) for some K > 0. Fix p > 1 and 0 < Ri < R2 < R, then 
for every u e \ Br,) ft \ BrJ such that 
u = 0 on dBpii. 
we have 
[ [ \Vu\P 
with 
The proof of the theorem is to choose suitable test function ip in Lemma 3.1.2. 
We omit it here. Please refer to [30] for details. 
•i 
•i ‘ 
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1 1 
{ Now we turn to local Sobolev inequalities which are also natural general-
) 
I izations of Sobolev inequalities on M"". The point is that locally, the Sobolev 
； inequality is valid on every Riemannian manifold. Here we state the following 
I result without proof. Please refer to [30] for details. 
T h e o r e m 3.1.4. Suppose M is a complete Riernannian manifold of dimension 
n > 2. Let o e M,2R < diam{M) and B2r{o) is a relatively compact geodesic 
ball. Then for each domain Q C C Br(o), there exists a constant Si 二 > 
0 such that the L�Sobolev inequality 
f* 71 — 1 /* 
S[乂 < J iVt'l 
holds for any v G 
In particular, the Sobolev inequalities 
< [ J 
for any v G (75^(0) hold for any choice of q e [1, when n > 2 and q e 
1, +00) when n 二 2 and for some constant S2 二 5"2(^ ^，n, q) > 0. 
Now we turn to IJ Caccioppoli-type inequalities. We know that if v is a 
non-negative subharmonic function on a domain f l C C M , then there exists a 
constant C > 0, such that for any,(/? G (7^(0), 
C [ |Vt，|V < I t'^IVif. 
Jn ‘ Jn 
To generalize the situation, for some (.l > 1, we say that an L^-Caccioppoli-type 
inequality is valid if for any ip G C � 
C [ � “ < [ ” 
Jn Jn 
holds with some q >0. The following result is due to S. Pigola, M. Rigoli and A. 
G. Setti, say [30 . 
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T h e o r e m 3.1.5. Suppose (M, (,)) is a complete Riemannian manifold. Let 
O C C M, 0 <UJ e and v G LipiodSI) satisfy the differential inequality 
vdiv(ujVv) > 0 
weakly on Q. Then for any fixed q > 0， 
DQ I < I a；…I计 
Jn J n 
for any if G and D, = 
Proof. For any 0 < p e Lipo{Q), 
—[(u;Vv,V(vp)) = - ujplVv^ — / ujv{Vv,Vp} > 0. 
JQ Jn Jn 
We choose 
p = ( y + J) 1^2 
with if G and use Scliwarz and Young inequality to get 
一 Jn ^ + 6 Jn 
2 1 广 
> [ + V ( 1 + - 释 | 2 - - / � + 咖 
Jn 一 + 6 s Jn 
Let () —> 0, by dominated convergence theorem, we have 
6{l-^q-e) I < I 计2|•⑷2. 
Jn Jn 
Now maximize e{l -h q — e) we get 
• 
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3.2 Weak Harnack inequality 
As a consequence of last subsection, we use the Moser iteration technique to 
derive a weak Harnack inequality on the manifold. Please refer to [15] and [30 
for details. 
L e m m a 3.2.1. Suppose M is a complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
Let 7, jut > 1 be fixed numbers. If v is a non-negative locally hounded function 
such that, for any 0 < ri < r2 < RQ and any q> I, the integral inequality 
( F < [ X)合 
乂 JBr, 乂 ““ - r-i V 队2 ) 
holds for some constant C = C{Ro, /x) > 0. Then having fixed qo > 0 and 
0 < Ri < R2 < RQ, the following L^-weak Harnack inequality holds 
The proof is a. natural generalization of the case on it's a standard Moser 
iteration procedure. Please refer to [15] and [30] for details. 
We want to know when the integral inequality in the assumption of the above 
theorem is satisfied. And the following result can be found in [30 . 
L e m m a 3.2.2. Suppose /i, 7 > 1 and R > 0 be fixed numbers. Assume that the 
L^-Soholev inequality 
holds for all r] G C�(BR) and some constant S = S{R, 7’ f-i) > 0. Let v > 0 be a 
locally Lipschitz function which satisfies that, for any q > 0 the L'^-CaccioppoU-
type inequality 
[t，V|V< < [ 轩 
JBr + 丄广 J BR 
is valid for any r} e C�(BR) and some constant C = C�R, (i) independent of q. 
Then for any q > I and 0 < ri < r2 < R, we have 
q Z 2.9(1 + C) q 
” L^HBrO < 厂2-厂1 L順”J-
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Proof. Since C�(BR) is dense in WQ'^, 
holds for all 77 G WQ^. Fix 0 < RI < R2 < R and define the cut-off function 4> by 
{ ) < d < l , Vd) < and 
^ — t — / 丫 —.厂 2—7、丄 
( 
1 if X G Bri, 
4>{X)= < 
0 if :r G M\Br,. 
\ 
Now for g > 1, set g = q — 1, we have 
IHL一 ^ I H + i "一） 
< s vlW+i) 
— \ / L^iBr^^ 
= S t / 汗 + (夺+1)如夺Vi; 
< S + 5 ( ( ? + l ) DV^VV 
— . 丨 Li'-iBr^) 
< S + S C ^ ^ V'+^VCB 
— ‘L^iBr.^) A^g + 1 
< 25(1+0 ” q 
— r2 - r i L^Br^) 
as required. The case p = 1 follows by dominated convergence. • 
Then we can deduce the validity of an L"-weak Harnack inequality for weak 
solutions V of vdiv{(jjVv) > 0. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.2.3. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension 
N > 2. Let BR be a relatively compact geodesic ball in M and 0 < UJ £ C^{BR). 
Having fixed 0 < r < R and q > I, there exists a constant C 二 > 0； 
such that 
supjtf"? < C I 
BR J BR 
for any v e Lij)io(人Br) satisfying the (Uff'erenUal vnequaMty 
vdiv{uVv) > 0 
weakly on Bn. 
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Proof. We know that a Local L^-Sobolev inequality always holds. On the other 
hand, by Theorem 3.1.5, satisfies the L^-Caccioppoli inequality. Apply Lemma 
3.2.2, the assumption of Lemma 3.2.1 is satisfied, so the conclusion follows by 
setting q = go in Lemma 3.2.1. • 
Now we want to prove an //-version of the Harnack inequality for weak solu-
tions of differential inequality 
uAu + a{x)u^ + A\Vu\'^ > 0. 
Please refer to [14] and [30] for details. 
T h e o r e m 3.2.4. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension 
n > 2. Let o E M such that BR+I{O) IS relatively compact in M and a E 
C^{BR+2{O)),A G > 0 such that p > A + 1. Then there exists a constant 
C > 0 such that 
sup <C [ LUF^ 
for any locally Lipschitz, weak solution of the differential inequality 
uAu + a{x)u^ + > 0. 
Proof. We show that for any x G BR{O), there exists e > 0 and a constant C' > 0 
independent of u such that 
sup p < C' f M‘办. 
Since 'BR{O) is compact, then the desired inequality will follow by using a, covering 
argument. 
Now consider the Schrodinger operator 
L 二 一八一 paiyx) 
on L'^{B:i^{x)). Since we can choose e > 0 small enough such that 
> 0. 
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Let cj be the corresponding positive eigenfunction for the first eigenvalue, by 
regularity theory of elliptic equations we know cu e Define 
V = 
By setting H 二 p ， = — 1, a = 1 in the Theorem 2.2.3, the function v satisfies 
the differential inequality 
vdiviJ^Vv) > 0 
weakly on B'ie[x). Therefore Proposition 3.2.3 applies with q=\ and therefore 
sup 卜|2 < c K'p, 
Be{x) J B2e{x) 
for some constant C > 0 depending on Mssd r^) and the geometry of B2e[x). So 
sup iifP < C ' [ 
holds with 
• 
3.3 Li's abstract finite dimensionality theorem 
In this subsection, we give the abstract finite dimensionality theorem by Professor 
Peter Li. The theorem says that the siibspace of £} sections of some vector bun-
dles has dimension controlled by geometry of the manifold and different norms of 
an element in the subspace. And as a result, we can get some finite dimensional-
ity results from the abstract finiteness theorem. Please refer to [14], [15] and [30 
for details. 
Before we prove the abstract finiteness result, we have to prove two lemmas 
first. 
The following famous lemma is due to P. Li. Please refer to [14 . 
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L e m m a 3.3.1. Suppose M is a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary 
dM (possibly empty) and {E,〈，〉£；) is a Riemannian vector bundle of rank I over 
M. Let L'^r{E) be the vector space of continuous sections of E endowed with 
L?-scalar 'product 
( 6 , 6 ) = [ 
JM 
Let T be a sub space of L'^r{E) of positive finite dimension. Then there exists a 
section J G T such that for any p > 0； 
(dimT)min{i’p} f < (min{/, d i i T i s u p |^. 
Jm J M 
Proof. For simplicity, we denote by Note that if we can prove it for case 
p = 1, then for the case p > 1, 
dimT [ leP^  二 dimT / 丨引卜2!汗 
J M J M 
< (dim T [ I引2) sup I引 
J M M 
< {rniii{Z, <MmT]vol{M) sup sup |引 
M M 
- m i n { / , dimT}vol{A4) sup |�|办 
M 
And for the case p < 1, by Holder inequality, 
diniT I I汗P < dimT( / |汗)〜 " / ( M ) " 
J M J M 
= ( d i m T ) i i ( d i m r [ iJ|Yt’oZ(M)ii 
J M 
< {dimTf-^{:vol{M) min{/, dimT} sup \l\^Yvol{Mf-^ 
• M 
=(dimT)i—P(min{/, dim T})P Slip 
M 
which implies that 
( d im77 [ iJpP < {mm{LdimT}Yvol{M)sxip\W'-
JM M 
So it's enough for us to prove it for p = 1. Consider the function F{x) : M R 
defined by 
“ dim T 
F { x ) = 丨綱 2 
7:=1 
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where {fi(x)} is an ortlionormal basis of T C r(E). Since T is finite dimensional, 
F is independent of the basis of ortlionormal basis we choose. Let Xq G M be the 
point of an absolute maximum of F. Then 
ciimT = / F{x)dvol{x) < F{xo)vol{M). 
J M 
We will show that there exists ^ G T such that f ) 二 1 and 
F{XQ) < min{^, dim T} sup 
M 
For this, we consider the evaluation map cxq : T —> E^Q 
Since T is finite dimensional, c^ o is continuous with norm 
sup kxoCi 二 kx-oC 
for some ！ in the unit sphere of T. Note that the kernel S = ker{£xo) consists of 
those sections in T vanishes at XQ and we have the orthogonal decomposition 
T = e S. 
Let be an ortlionormal basis of T such that … 丄 is a basis of ；丄 
and 丄+1，…，fdinrr is a basis of S. We know dimS"丄 g ruin{/, dimT}. In-
deed, diiriiS丄 g dim T is obvious; If now assume dim 丄 � I , then at 
Ci，…,？dimS丄 are linearly dependent, i.e., there exists constants 入i，入出山^丄 such 
that E S f 丄 A么(工0) = 0，i.e., E ^ f 丄 M i ^ & so M i G S n S丄 i.e., 
Xi^i 三 0 oil M, i .e. ,�1, ,",$(um‘s丄 are linearly dependent sections on M. 
Contradiction! 
Now since F is independent of the basis we choose, we have 
d i r r i T 
i二 1 
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二 � : ka^ oCil 
7；=1 
< dim 丄 sup 
< min{^ dim T} sup 
M 
• 
To derive firiiteness result of dim V, we pick any finite dimensional subspace 
T C V： if we 
have sup,v/ ICP < C hi 旧办 f()r any ? G T, then by Lemma 3.3.1, 
we know dirnT < C for some constant C. Now if the constant C does not depend 
on T, then we know dimV < C. 
So we want to prove 
L e m m a 3.3.2. Having fixed an origin o G M, there exist R > 0； and constant 
C > 0 depending on p, II and the geometry of such that 
s u p丨打办< c / 旧 
for C G K. 
We omit the proof here. Please refer to [14] and [30] for details. Here we 
want to remark that Lemma 3.3.2 is different from Theorem 3.2.4, and the core 
problem here is to derive 
[ 旧 < ( 5 / 丨引 2 p 
for some constant C. 
Now we can give the famous Li's abstract finiteness result. Please refer to [14 
and [30] for details. 
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T h e o r e m 3.3.3. Suppose (M, (,)) is a complete n-dimensional Riemannian man-
ifold and E a Riemnnian vector bundle of rank I over M. Denote the space of 
smooth sections of E by T{E). Fix a{x) G and constants A,p,H eR such 
that H >p> A + 1 andp> 0. Let V = V{a, A,p, H) C r{E) be any subspace 
satisfying the following prvperty: 
Any ^ e V has the unique continuation property, i.e., ^ is the null section 
whenever it vanishes on some domain; furthermore, the locally Lipschitz function 
• = satisfies 
/ 
il;Axb + + > 0 weakly on M, 
< ‘ 
J b = 0 ( ' 厂 2 ) a s T — + 0 0 . 
Then if there exists a function 0 < (f e Lipioc satisfies the differential inequality 
Aif + Ha{x)ip < 0 
weakly outside a compact set K C M, we have 
dim V < +00. 
Proof. Let B^ C M and C > 0 be as in Lemma 3.3.2. From the unique continu-
ation property we know the restriction map 
f — ？丨丑互 
defines an injective homomorphisiii of V into the space of continuous 
sections of E on Bj^ endowed with the L^-inner product. 
Let T be any finite-dimensional subspace of V. We will prove dim T is bounded 
from above by a constant independent of T. We apply Lemma 3.3.1, then there 
exists ^ G T such that 
dim T [ lepP < vol{B^) mm{/, dim T } sup |汗口. 
On the other hand, using u = 旧 i n Lemma 3.3.2, we have 
sup I 汗P < C [ I 汗 、 
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Combine the above two inequalities, we have 
dimT < vol{B^)mm{l,dimT}C 
which implies 
dimT < lmd.x{Cvol{B^),l}. 
• 
Note that the space of harmonic functions and harmonic forms on a Rie-
mannian manifold are the most typical examples of spaces of sections for the 
conditions are satisfied. Assume E is a Riemannian vector bundle of rank I over 
a Riemannian manifold M with a compatible connection D and let A^ ； be a 
differential operator acting on the space of smooth sections T{E) by 
= -Trace{D^) + ^ 
where is a smooth endomorphism of E. A smooth section <f G r{E) is called 
Aij-liarmonic if AE^ 二 0. Define 
n{E) = T{E) : A乂 - 0} 
and 
L^^n(E) 二 G n{E) ： lel G 
Then we have the following proposition about the unique continuation property: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3.3.4. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold and E a 
rank I vector bundle over M. If ^ G H and f has a zero of infinite order at some 
point p G M, then ^ vanishes identically on M. 
3.4 Applications of the finite dimensionality the-
orem 
T h e o r e m 3.4.1. Suppose (M, (,)) is a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci 
curvature ^Ricc > —p{x) on M for some continuous function p{x). Assume that 
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for some H > the first eigenvalue for the operator L = -A-Hp{x) satisfies 
Ai(L) > 0 . 
Let {N, (,)) be a Riemannian manifold with non-positive sectional curvature, i.e. 
NRiem < 0. Then any harmonic map f : M 一 N with energy density satisfying 
丨 G L 寧 ） 
for some < 7 < H, is a constant map. 
Proof. By Bochner formula for harmonic maps, 
% 
一 YS^NR廳Maeih df{e,))df{e,)^ d關 
The curvature assumptions implies 
A|t//|2 > 2\Ddf\'^ - 2p{x)\clf\\ 
Therefore, the non-negative function u = \df \ G LipiodM) satisfies 
uAu + p{x)u^ > \Ddf\'^ — 
point wisely on the open set 
n = {x e M : u{x) ^ 0} 
and weakly on all of M. Then by the refined Kato inequality, 
MM/IP 
we have u satisfies 
uAu + p(x)u^ > 
rn — 1 
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weakly on M. We also know u e LP•’[M), so 
鄉 ⑷ ) . 
J dBr “ 
Now the assumption that Ai(L) > 0 implies that there exists a positive function 
if e C \ M ) satisfying 
+ Hp{x)(p = 0. 
Applying Theorem 2.2.3, case (i) with A = = 7 — 1, we know there 
exists a, constant C E R such that CV = luj^sgn(u) and u is a constant. 
Now since u > 0，if we assume w , 三 （ 5 � 0 , then = § is also a constant. 
Now u^ G L^'^(M), so vol{M) < +oo. On the other hand, since 99 is a constant, 
and satisfies the differential equation + Hp{x)ip = 0, so ffp(x)三 0 on M. 
Together with the assumption that H > ^ we know p(x)三 0 on M. So 
MRicc > -p{x), i.e., MRicc > 0, which implies vol[M) = +00. Contradiction! So 
u 三 0 on M, i.e., \df\ = 0 on M, so / is a constant map. • 
Now in order to use the above theorem, we need to know when the harmonic 
map f will satisfy \df \ G L?八M) for some 7 in the admissible range. We recall 
the following estimates without proof. Please refer to [30] for details. 
L e m m a 3.4.2. Suppose f : (M, (,)) (iV, (,)) is a harmonic map between two 
Rzemarmian manifolds such that f'{x) —> q e N when r{x) —> +00. Let r/(r) be a 
non-increasing, positive function such that R/(R) —> 0 as r — +00 and 
for r{x) sufficiently large and some positive constant C. Theri either 
| ( I / | 2 G L \ M ) 
or both the following two statements are true: 
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and there exists R > 0 such that for any r > R, 
f 9 , / dt \-i 
Similarly, 
L e m m a 3.4.3. Suppose f : (M, (,)) 一 (iV, (,)) is a harmomc map between 
two Riemannian mamfolds such that, for some R > 0, f{M \ BR) is compact and 
contained in a domain D C N supporting a strictly convex function. Then, either 
or both of the following two statements are true 
⑴） 
and there exists RQ > 0 such that for any r > RQ, 
f , ( 广 dt \-i 
/ j 到 乂 硕 ） 
for some constant C > 0. 
We can now show the following 
T h e o r e m 3.4.4. Suppose {M,〈，)) is a complete Riemannian manifold with Ricci 
curvature "Rice > -p(x) on M for some continuous function p{x), and (iV, (,)) is 
a complete Riemannian manifold with non-positive sectional curvature. Assume 
that the Schddinger operator L 二 一A — p+{x) satisfies 
Ai(L) > 0. 
Suppose that vol{dBr) C M satisfies 
0(r"+3)/r —+00 
for some q > 0. Then any harmonic map f •. M — N satisfying 
I 0 ( r i f a > 0, 
distN{f{x),q)= 
0(1) if a = 0. 
\ 
as r{x) +00 is a constant map. 
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Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.4.1, we want to use Theorem 2.2.3, so 
we have to show that 
For a > 0, note that we can apply Lemma 3.4.2 by setting //(r) 二 r—�". Now 
if \dff e Li(M), we get r 1 丨办丨2 车 L^+oo). Assume not, then vol[dBrY^ e 
J DJBR I 
L^(+oo), then we know 
r dt ^ r^ dt " 丄 
J, V0l{dBr) — Jt 一3 ) 
which implies that 
V X. vol{dBr)J — 
From Lemma 3.4.2, 
f < 二 < C'P 
J Br 
ioT r > R> 0 sii 伍 cieiitly large. So we get 
⑴） 
which still implies 
For the case q. = 0, since dtstpjIJ人x), q) 二 o(l) as r — +oo then there exists 
Ro > 0 sufficiently large such that, / ( M \ C Bi{q) C N. Because N 
has non-positive sectional curvature, by Hessian Comparison Theorem, Bi[q) 
supports a strictly convex function g{x) 二�di:dN�q, x)y\ So we can apply Lemma 
3.4.3. If \df\^ G L^{M) then 
j d ^ 帅 ⑷ ) . 
If not, then volidBr)"^ G L^(-foo) and there exist R> 0 such that 
r / fji \ -1 
/ \df\'<c( / 二 D � ) , 
JBr 一 VOl{dBr)J 
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Then by the estimate above we have 
f \df\' < Cr' 
J Br 
and thus 
which still implies 
Now as in the proof of Theorem 3.4.1, u 二 \df \ satisfies 
(-) X C~) 
uAu + p(x)u > du — m — 1 
which implies 
uAu + > __ 
T'TT' 丄 
And there exists a positive function if e C'^(M) satisfying 
+ 二 0. 
Applying Theorem 2.2.3, case (i) with A = = 1,/? 二 0，we know there 
exists a constant C eR such that Cip = \u\sgnu and u is a constant. 
Assume u 三（5�0, then 
“ 普 料 ) ) - V 小 � O ) 
and by assumption vol^dB,) = 0 ( r�+3) as r +oo, which implies 
Contradiction! 
So u 三 0，i.e., f is a constant map. • 
Chapter 4 
Ends of Riemannian manifolds 
4.1 Green's function 
On a complete Riemannian manifold M, the existence of a symmetric Green's 
function was proven in [25] of B. Malgrange. Here we give a constructive proof 
of existence of the Greeirs function in [19] of P. Li and T.-F. Tarn. 
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold of dimension n and { n j be a 
compact exhaustion of M, such that 
for i < j and ‘ 
oo 
J Qi 二 M 
i^i 
and each 0,： is a smooth compact subdomain of M. For each i, let Gi{x, y) be the 
symmetric, positive Green's function of Qi with Dirichlet boundary condition of 
[G,{x,y)Af{y)dy = -f{x) 
Jill 
for any f such that f\dn, = 0. And Gi{x, y) = 0 for y G dCk and x G i\. It's 
known that 
G , C ' r ， : y ) 〜 C ( n ) r 偏 2 — n 
48 
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as y ^ X when n > 2, and 
Gi{x,y)�-Ci2)logr{x,y) 
OS y — X when n = 2. The constants C(n) depends only on n. 
The following lemma is due to P. Li and T.-F. Tarn. Please refer to [15] and [18 
for details. 
L e m m a 4.1.1. Let p e M be a fixed point. The sequence of Green's functions 
Gi(p,y) must have uniformly hounded oscillations in any compact subset K of 
M \ {p}, for sufficiently large i such that K C Qi. 
Proof. It suffices to show that the oscillations of G,'s are bounded uniformly on 
sets of the form A{Ri, R2) 二 Bp(R2) — Bp{Ri)- Denote the oscillation of G,{p., y) 
over A{Ri, R2) by 
� R 2 ) = sup{CMp.y)\y e�4(/?'i,/?2)} - 办 , G 
We will prove the claim by contradiction. 
Assume that there is a subsequence of the CJ.'S, also denoted by uji, such that 
LUi oc. Define the functions 
For i sufficiently large, > 0. Hence each cji is a harmonic function defined on 
Qi \ {p} with the properties that 
osc{g,{y)\y e 華 i , i ? 2 ) } = 1, 
9i{y)�办，y) 
as y — p and 
inf{gi{y)\y G B p 卿 = i n f { 、 仏 G d B p ^ 二 0. 
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We also define 
and 
S,{r) = snp{Gi{p.,y)\y e dB,{r)}. 
Apply maxiinuni principle on Qi\Bp{r)., we know Si{r) is decreasing with respect 
to r. 
We claim that on Bp^Ro), Qi has the following estimates 
y) < Qiiy) < y) + i 
where G{x, y) is the Dirichlet Green's kernel on 
Indeed, for y) < gi{y), consider 
for a > 0. We know 
( 1 + a)gi(:y) — y) — +oo 
as y p and 
on dBp{R2). So by maximum principle, we have 
on \ {p}- Now take a — 0，we have 
< gi{y). 
For gi{y) < ⑴：[喻p, y) + 1, consider 
(1 — oc)gi{y) - y) — 1 
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for 0 < a < 1. Similarly, we know it tends to - o o as y —> p. 
Now assume there exists yo G dBp{R2), such that 
then 
遍 � i h / 
We already know that 
inf gi = 0, 
dBp{R.2) 
so 




on dBpiRo). Again, by maximum principle, 
on Bp{R2) \ {p}. Take a 一 0，we have 
By the assumption that uJi oc, by passing to a subsequence, g, converges 
locally uniformly on I从R2) \ {p} to a harmonic function g such that 0 < <7 < 1-
So g has a removable singularity at p, and it can be extended to a harmonic 
function on B p i j l � ) . Now for any 6. with R‘2 > P > 0, the functions 识，when 
restricted to Bp{R2)\Bp{f:)) must attain their maximums on the interior boundary 
dBp{p) because S^^ir) is decreasing. By passing to the limit, the maximum of g 
on Bp{R2) \ Bp{f3) must be attained on dBp{p). Let (3 一 0, we conclude that 
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Oil the other hand, S i { r ) is decreasing，the supremum of 依 on M \ Bp(Ri) must 
be attained on dBp(Ri). So 1 —识 is non-negative on M \ Bp(Ri). Since g, 
converges locally uniformly on 
Bp(R2) \ M , by Harnack inequality 1 — g^  has a 
subsequence converges locally uniformly on M \ Bp{Ri) to a harmonic function 
1 — h. Unique continuation asserts g = h, so gi converges locally uniformly on 
M \ {p} to a harmonic function g. By passing to the limit, oscA{Ri,R2)9i 二 1 
implies 
osca{R^,R2)9 = 1， 
which contradicts the fact that g is a constant function on 口 
Theorem 4.1.2. Suppose M is a complete n-dimensional Riemannian manifold 
without boundary. There exists a symmetric Green，s function G{x, y) which is 
smooth on M x M \ D satisfying 
[ 二 — 似 
J M 
and 
A , I G{x,y)f{y)dy= I /KG�x..y)f[y)dy=—f[x) 
J M J M 
for any smooth functions f with compact support in M • Moreover, G{x, y) can be 
taken to be positive if and only if there exists a positive superharmomc function 
f on M \ Bp{R) with the property that 
liminf/(;7；) < inf / ( x ) . 
a; 一 oo xedBp{R) 
The proof is delicate, we omit it here. Please refer to [16] and [19] for details. 
Here we want to remark that in the proof of the theorem, we ha,ve the following 
facts: 
Remark 1. The Green's function G constructed in the theorem satisfies that for 
any R, if x 运 Bp(R), then the function 
y) — G(x, y) 
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is bounded on M \ Bp{2R). 
Remark 2, If there exists a positive superharmonic function f on M \ B p { R ) with 
the property that 
limiiif f{x) < inf f(x). 
x-^oo xedBp{R) 
Moreover we can assume 
inf f = 1 
dBp(R) 
and 
lim inf / = 0. 
x—^oo 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
C - \ r ^ y ) < G { p , y ) < C f { y ) 
on M \ B p { R ) . 
4.2 Ends and harmonic functions 
In this subsection, We present the definitions of ends, parabolic and non-parabolic 
ends. Also we show that the existence of certain siiper-liarrnoiiic functions on the 
end determines its parabolicity. Please refer to [18], [19], [15] and [30] for details. 
Given a compact set K in a Riemannian manifold M, and end E[K) with 
respect to K is an imbounded connected component of M\K. By a compactness 
argument, we can show that the number of ends with respect to a compact set 
K is finite. It's also clear that if K�,K? are compact and KI C K2 then every 
end with respect to K2 is contained in some end of Ki. So the number of end 
increases as the compact set enlarges. We say M has finite many ends if there 
exists an integer n such that for any compact K C M , the number of ends with 
respect to K is bounded above by n. If M has finite many ends, then we say M 
has N ends if there exists a compact K for any compact K' such that K C K\ 
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the number of ends with respect to K is N, 
In the following, we will fix a domain D with smooth boundary such that D is 
compact. And by an end we always mean an end with respect to D, 
Recall that a Riearnnnian manifold M is parabolic if every subharmonic, bounded-
above function on M is a constant function. An end of M is said to be parabolic 
if the double of E is parabolic manifold. Otherwise, the end is non-parabolic. 
We start by a lemma which characterizes the parabolic manifolds 
L e m m a 4.2.1. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold. M is parabolic 
if and only if the the following condition holds: 
Let if be a subharmonic function in a domain Q C M with non-empty boundary 
dQ. If (f is hounded above, and for evcyry ( e dQ 
lim inf (fix) < rri, 
then ip < m on O. 
Proof. If M is parabolic, we show the condition holds. Argue by contradiction, 
assume instead, sup^ (f > rn + 2e for some e > 0. Define 
max{(/9, m + e} if x E 
y m + € if X G M \ n. 
Then ‘么 is subharmonic and bounded above on M and therefore it is a constant 
function on M. Since (p^ = rn -[- e on (90, we know (f^ = rn + e, i.e., (f < m + e on 
n. Contradiction! 
If the condition holds, we show that M is parabolic. Argue by contradiction, 
assume if is a sub-harmonic bounded above function defined on M and (f is not a 
constant. Then there exists e > 0 and y e M such that (f{y) < sup似 Lp-2e. Then, 
if O is a connected component of the non-empty set { x G M : '^{x) > sup (p - 2e} 
such that supj2 '-f = siip^ v/ (p. Then ip is subharmonic on Q and (p < sup (p - e on 
dQ. Then the condition implies that 平 < sup if - e on ft which contradicts the 
definition of H! • 
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Apply the lemma, we can get 
Coro l lary 4.2.2. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold and E is an 
end of M. Then E is parabolic if and only if for every function ip : E which 
is subharrrwnic and hounded from above on E we have sup^； (f 二 maxa^ (p. 
Proof. If E is parabolic, apply the lemma by taking O to be E, we know that, 
since for any C e dE, liminf^；〕工一(/^ O) < maxa^v^’ so < max^^； (/? on E, i.e., 
sup丑(p = msiXdE 
If E is such that for every function : FJ ^ R which is subharmonic and 
bounded from above on E we have sup^(/：' 二 max服(p. Denote E the double of 
E. Then for any subharmonic bounded above function • on E , when restricted 
to E, i.e., let (p 二we have : is subharmonic and bounded above on E , so 
siip£； = m a x 服 i . e . , sup^； 6 二 max服.Similarly, when restricted to E\ E, 
肌 = So sup^ = mSiXoEcp, i.e., the spermium of cj) is attained at 
an inner point of E, and cj) is subharmonic on E, so (j) is a constant on E. • 
Then we can have the following characterization of non-parabolic ends 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2.3. Suppose M is a complete Rie-rnannidn manifold and E is an 
end of M. Then E is non-parubohc if and only if there exists a hounded harmonic 
function h : S R such that miliar； h > inf/^/i = lim i i i f h . In fact, if E is 
non-paraholic, it can be arranged that h = 1 on dE and inf^； h 二 lim inf^ ^ -^-^ oo h 二 
0. Furthermore, h has finite Dirichlet integral, and it is minimal in the sense that, 
if h :'E ^ R is a non-negative harmonic function such that h > h on dE, then 
h > h on E. 
Proof. If there exists a bounded harmonic function h : E R such that mina丑 h > 
inf^ h 二 lim infEBX-^ OO h, then, -h is subharmonic and bounded from above and 
rnax^^(-/?,) < sup五(一/i), so by Corollary 4.2.2, E is non-parabolic. 
If E is non-parabolic, then by Corollary 4.2.2, there a function ip : FJ ^ R 
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such that ip is subharmonic, bounded from above and sup^； (p > max^E (f. Take 
(j) = - i f , then 0 is siiperharmonic, bounded from below and inf^； d) < miriE 0. So 
by maximal principle, the sequence mmdE^  is eventually deceasing. After trans-
lating and scaling, we may assume infe 4> = 0 and > 1 on dE. 
For each z, let hi be the solution to the following Dirichlet boundary value problem 
Ah = Q on Ei, 
< h=l on dE, 
h = 0 on dEi. 
\ 
By maximum principle, 0 < /i,； < 1 on Ei and the sequence {hi} is increasing, 
and therefore hi converges to a non-negative harmonic function h on E such that 
0 <h <l and h = 1 on dE. 
Again by maximum principle, hi < (p on Ei, by passing to the limit, we still get 
h <(j) on E. So 0 < inf丑 h <mfE(f> = 0, i.e., infE h = 0. 
We now check that h is minimal. Assume h : E R is positive harmonic and 
h > h on dE, i.e., > 1 on dE, Then by maximum principle, h > hi on E飞.So 
by passing to the limit, h > h on E. 
\Ve check that h has finite Dirichlet integral. Note that hi minimizes the Dirichlet 
integral /丑.\ subjected to the boundary conditions w 二 1 on dE and w = 0 
on dE,. If i < j , we may extend hi by setting h^ = 0 on E] \ E”' then we know 
[ < [ 网 2 = [ 网 2 
J E-J J EJ J EI 
which shows that /五 is non-increasing with respect to i, so there exists a 
constant C such that 
[|V/i,|2<(7 
J EI 
for all i. Now since hi converges to h locally uniformly on E, Vhi — V/i weakly 
in LJfo�and for any compact K C E, we have 
[ < liminf [ < C. 
JK ‘ JK 
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Now we can exhaust E by a sequence of compact sets in E, we get 
J |v/f < a 
• 
Associated with the above proposition, we have the following definition 
Definition 4.2.4. Let E be a non-parabolic end of M and h be the harmonic 
function constructed in Proposition 4.2.3. A sequence of points {xi] C E such 
that linin—oo 工i 二 oo is said to be regular if liiiin—⑴ h{xn) 二 inf^； h = 0. 
By a regularity argument, we can derive 
Lemma 4.2.5. Let E be an end of a non-compact mamfold M, and let f be a 
harmonic function on E which is up to the boundary for some a G (0,1). 
Assume that there exist an exhaustion of M by relatively compact domains Di 
with smooth boundary and a sequence of harmonic functions f, on E厂 Di n E, 
C^ up to boundary, satisfying the bomidary condition 二 / on dE and h 二 0 
on dEi, such that lim,:,八=f. Then f has finite Dirichlet integral and, if u is the 
outward unit 'normal of dE, we have 
The same conclusion holds true if the end E is replaced by the complement of 
relaiively compact set D with smooth boundary. 
The proof of the lemma is technical, and we omit it here. We use the above 
facts to derive the estimate of the number of different types of ends. Please refer 
to [34] for details. 
We first give some notations for convenience. We shall denote EA, A G / , the 
non-parabolic ends and e^ v, a G J, the parabolic ends. Let I 二 |/| and s = \ J . 
Also denote the function constructed with respect to EA in Proposition 4.2.3 by 
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JA, i.e., /A is the unique minimal, bounded, positive harmonic function with finite 
Dirichlet integral on EU, such that JA 二 1 on SEA and inf^； JA = 0. 
We now give some lemmas for later use 
L e m m a 4.2.6. With the notations given, we have 
(a) Suppose h is a harmonic function defined on EA such that h 二 0 on OEA and 
h\ < CJA for some constant C, then 三 0. 
(H) Suppose h IS a bounded harmomc function on EA such that |/i| < CJA for 
some constant C, then h has finite Dirichlet integral on EA-
Proof. Notice that in both (a) and (b)，we can assume C > 0, otherwise the 
conclusions are trivial. Moreover, we can assume (7=1 . 
(a) We know < JA； i.e., -JA < h < /A- NOW consider /A _ K it is non-
negative, and JA - h > JA on BFJA since h = 0 on OEA- By Proposition 4.2.3， 
JA -h> fA on EA, i.e., h < 0 on EA- Similarly, by considering JA + h, we can 
get > 0 on SO h = 0 on EA-
(b) Denote {hi} a sequence of harmonic functions on E；, such that hi = on 
OEa, h-t = 0 on d[EA)i- Then by maximum principle, we can easily get |/?.,：| < 
so \h,\ < JA- SO there is a subsequence, we still denote it by {h^}, converges 
locally uniformly to a harmonic function, which we denote by h, on EA such that 
h\ < j'A and h = h on OEa- By Lemma 4.2.5, we know h has finite Dirichlet 
integral. We claim h = h on EA. Indeed, we consider the function h - h on EA, 
it is harmonic, \h - h\ < ‘2/,4’ and " — ~h = Q on OEA- SO by (a) part of this 
lemma, we know h — Ji 三 Q on EA, i.e., h = h. So h has finite Dirichlet integral 
on EA- O 
Using a similar method, we can also prove 
L e m m a 4.2.7. Let e^ be a parabolic end, and f be a bounded harmomc funciion 
defined on e^- Then f has finite Dirichlet integral. 
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Proof. Denote { / J a sequence of harmonic functions such that /,； = / on dca and 
fi = Oon d(ea)i. Then by maximum principle, \fi\ <\f \ <oc on e,；. So there is a 
subsequence, which we still denote by { / J , converges locally uniformly on e^ to a 
harmonic function / such that |/| < |/| on e^ and / = / on de^. Now by Lemma 
4.2.5., we know / has finite Dirichlet integral. We claim f 二 / . Indeed, consider � �� 
/ — /，it's harmonic, bounded on e^ since \ f - f \ < 2\f \ < oo, and / 一 / = 0 
on dea. So by Corollary 4.2,2，we know s u p � ( / — / ) = maxae丄/ 一 / ) = 0, so 
/ - / = 0 on i-e., f = f on e^. • 
And the following lemma is due to Nakai [28 . 
L e m m a 4.2.8. For each a e J, there exists a positive ha/rmonic function g^ 
defined on e^ such that g^ = 0 on de^ and 
lim Qai^) = c>o. 
E.(X3X—>OO 
Moreover, one can normalize g^ such that 
f dgq 二 1 
Jdea 加 ， 
where v is the unit outward normal of de.a. 
Let G{x, y) be a symmetric Green's function on M obtained by compact 
exhaustion, when M is non-parabolic, we assume G to be the minimal positive 
Green's function. Please refer to [19] for details. We have the following lemma 
L e m m a 4.2.9. Suppose M is a complete, non-compact Rimeannian manifold 
and G{x, y) is as above. Then for any p e M and R> 0, we have 
sup \G{p, y) 一 y)\ < oo. 
xeBp{R),yeM\Bp{2R) 
Now we are ready to prove 
T h e o r e m 4.2.10. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold and D is a 
compact domain with smooth boundary. Let f be a harmonic function defined on 
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M \ D which is smooth up to the boundary dD. Then 
(a) If M is non-parabolic, then there is a harmonic function h defined on M such 
that 
\f{x)-h{x)\<CG{p,x) 
for some constant C and all x outside D. Here G{x, y) is the minimal positive 
Green's function of M and p is some fixed point in D. Moreover, f - h has finite 
Dirichlet integral on M \ D. 
(b) If M is parabolic, then there is a harmonic function h defined on M such that 
f — h\ is bounded on M\D if and only if 
[ 二 0 
J d D 加 
where u is the unit outward normal of dD. Moreover, if the above equality holds 
and h is as above, then f - h has finite Dirichlet integral on M \ D. 
Proof. Let p 6 M and R > Q such that D C Bp[R). Let r){x) be a smooth 
function on M satisfying ”二 1 outside Bp{2R) and 7] = 0 in Bp{R). Then ” / is 
a smooth function on M and 7]f = f outside Bp{2R). 
(a) If M is non-parabolic, and G{x, y) is the minimal positive Green's function 
oil M. Let 
h{x) = {vf){x) + I G{xAj)A{iif){y)dy. 
JM 
Since for x 车 . " / = f , so A(r? / ) (x) = Af{x) = 0, i.e., A{r]f) has compact 
support on M , so h is harmonic on M. Moreover, for 工苦 Bp[4R), we have 
I/Or) — = \ I G{x,y)A{rif){y)dy\ 
JM 
=I [ G{x.,y)A{r]f){y)dy\ 
JBp{2R) 
< ( s u p sup \A{'r)f)\)vol{Bp{2R)) 
、 E B “ 2 R ) ^ ^ BP{2R) ) 
Now since, for fixed x 运 Bp{AR), G{x, y) is a harmonic function of y in Bp{2R). 
So by Harnack inequality, there exists a constant Ci independent of :r such that 
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so \f{x) - h{x)\ < C2G{i\p) for some constant C2 independent of x ^ Bp{4:R). 
‘ Now since /i, / are smooth functions on M and G{x,p) is positive for x € dD, 
we can choose C3 such that 一 h{x)\ < CsGix.p) for x G dD. Now set 
C = max{C2, C3}, we know on diBp_ \ B), \f{x) — h{x)\ < CG{x,p). So by 
maximum principle, \f{x) — h{x)\ < CG{x,p) on Bp(4R) \ D. We already know 
that \f{x) 一 h{x)\ < CG[x,p) on M \ Bp{4R), so \f{x) — h{x)\ < CG{x,p) 二 
CG(p,x) on M\D. 
We now check that f — h has finite Dirichlet integral on M \ D. Note that on 
� ~ 
non-parabolic end EA of M\D, there exists constant C such that G(p, x) < C/A, 
so \ F-h\ < CCJA on EA, then by Lemma 4.2.6, f — h has finite Dirichlet integral 
on EA. On parabolic end e � since G{p, x) is bounded on M D e^, by Lemma 
4.2.7, f-h has finite Dirichlet integral on e -^ So f-h has finite Dirichlet integral 
on M \ D. 
(b) If M is parabolic, and such a harmonic function h exists. Then \f - h\ < C 
on M \ D, i.e., f - C < h < f + C. Now consider the sequence of harmonic 
functions {gn} satisfying the boundary conditions gn 二 f - C on dD and QR = h 
on dBR. Then for R large enough such that D C Bp�R), we have f-C < gn. < h 
on Bp{R) \ D. So there is a subsequence which converges locally uniformly on 
M \ D to a harmonic function g, such that f-C < g < h and g = f - C 
on dD. Now consider the harmonic function g - (J — C) on M \ D, we know 
0<g-{f-C)<2C on M \ D and g - { f - C ) = 0 on dD, and M is parabolic, 
so it must attain its minimum and maximum on dD. So g - {f - C)三 0 on 
M \ D. 
Also by considering QR — h on }3p{R) \ Z), we know it attains its maximum on 
dBp{R), so by strong maximum principle, we have 
/ 
JdBp{R) 加 
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i.e. 
f dgn ^ r ^ 
JdBp{R)加—JdBp{R)加 
By passing to the limit, we have 
R 化〉F DH 
JdD diy JdD 
S o /如 f > 0 . Similarly, we can get / 如 f < 0. So f 犯 瓷 二 Q. 
Now if f satisfies [肪 f^ = 0, then as in (a), define 
J M 
where G{x,y) is the symmetric Green's function obtained from compact exhaus-
tion. Then for x 朱 Bp{AR), 
h(x) - f{x) = [ G{x.,y)A{rif){y)dy 
J Bp{2R) 
= [ ( G � x , y ) - G(x,p))M‘nf)(y)dy + G[x,p) f A{r]f){y)dy 
J Bp(2R) JBp{2R) 
Since /肪兹二 0, we have 
/ Mvf)iy)dy= [ %二 f 
JBp{2R) JdBpClR) OU JdD Oiy 
So for .7； i Bp(4i?), 
\f{x) — h{x)\ < ( sup \G{z,y) — [ \A{7]f){y)\dy < C 
^yeBp{2R),z^.Bp{4R) ^ JBp{2R) 
for some constant C independent of x. And obviously, / - h is bounded on 
Bp(4i?) \ D. So f — h is bounded on M\D. 
We now check f - h has finite Dirichlet integral on M \ D. Indeed, all ends of 
M are parabolic since M is parabolic, and f — h is bounded on all the parabolic 
ends, so by Lemma 4.2.7, / - h has finite Dirichlet integral on each end, so f - h 
has finite Dirichlet integral on M \ D. • 
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Now we can prove 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4.2.11. Let h be a harmonic function on M, then 
(a) For each A E I, there exists a harmonic function JIA defined on EA such that 
Ha = 0 on dE^ and 
FIA - H\ < ( SUP|/I|)/A 
\ dEA ) 
on EA . In particular, HA — h is bounded and has finite Dirichlet integral. JIA is 
unique in the sense that if h is another harmonic function on EA such that h 二 0 
on SEA and 
\h - h\ < CJA 
for some constant C, then HA = h. 
(b) For each a e J, there exists a harmonic function h�defined on e^ such that 
hoc 二 0 on dea, ha — h is bounded on e。，and ha has finite Dirichlet integral. Also 
ha is unique in the sense that if ~h is another harmonic function on e^ such that 
~ � � 
h 二 Q on dea and h — h is hounded on e^； then h 二 ha-
Proof, (a) Fix a point p G D and write B{R) for Bp{R) for simplicity. Define a 
sequence of harmonic functions {/?,/?}, satisfying the boundary conditions JIR = 0 
on BEA and hR = h + (sup^^；^ |/i|)/a on dB{R) n EA. Then it's easy to see that 
by maximum principle, \hR — h\ < (SIIP^^；^ \h\)fA on B{R) N Ea. SO there is a 
subsequence, which we still denote by {HR} converges locally uniformly on EA to 
a, harmonic function Ha such that Ha = 0 on SEa and |/i/i - h\ < (sup^^；^ \h\)fA 
on EA- By Lemma 4.2.6, we know HA — h has finite Dirichlet integral on EA-
We now check HA is unique. Assume h is as above, then \hA — M < CJA on EA 
and HA - h = 0 on OEA- By Lemma 4.2.6, we know JIA — A 三 0 on EA, i.e., 
h = liA-
(b) Also define a sequence of harmonic functions {HR} satisfying the boundary 
conditions HR = 0 on DCA and HR = h on dB{R) fl Then it's easy to see that 
h.R - h\ < sup决;a \h\ on B(R) O e^. Also there is a subsequence, which we still 
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denote by {/i/^}, converges locally uniformly on Ca to a harmonic function ha- By 
passing to the limit we know 二 0 on d e � a n d \ha-h\ < sup彻�|/i| on e^. Since 
ha — h is bounded, and e^ is parabolic, ha — h has finite Dirichlet integral on Sc.-
� � 
We now check the uniqueness. Assume h is as given above, then h^ - h is bounded 
on Ca and ha — A 二 0 on de-a- So h 二 ha on e^. 口 
We can now derive the relations between dimensions of different space of 
harmonic functions and the number of different types of ends. We first define: 
H{M)--= the space of harmonic functions on M; 
H D { M ) = the space of harmonic functions with finite Dirichlet integrals on M: 
7•^⑴(Af)二 the space of bounded harmonic functions on M: 
H'SiM) = HoiM) n 
把、M)二 the space spanned by positive harmonic functions on A4: 
the space spanned by harmonic functions which is bounded on one side 
at each end of M with respect to Bp{R). 
For an end E of M, define the corresponding space K机 均，对D (芯） 
and H+iE) similarly, with the additional assumption that the functions equal to 
zero on dE. 
Notice that by if E is parabolic then and HoiE) are trivial. 
It's clear for the first two spaces. For the third one, if E supports a nonconstant 
harmonic function with finite Dirichlet integral, then the double of E will support 
a nonconstant harmonic function with finite Dirichlet integral. By a theorem in 
.31] of B. Rodin and L. Sario, it also supports a nonconstant bounded harmonic 
function with finite Dirichlet integral. Contradiction! 
Let p e M, R> 0 and Ea,A e / , e^.a G J be the non-parabolic and parabolic 
ends with respect to Bp{R) respectively. Define 
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as follows. For h G H{M), define 
where HA € H{EA) and h � G H{ea) are the uniquely determined functions in 
Proposition 4.2.11. By the uniqueness in the proposition, ^ is well-defined and 
linear. 
L e m m a 4.2.12. If I > 1，then $ is Hjective. If I = Q, then ker($) is the set 
of constant functions and the image of $ consists of those {ha)aeJ ^ ^aeJ^i^a) 
such that 
e / ' 
Proof. U I >1, then by Theorem 4.2.10, ^ is surjective. "We now show ^ is also 
injective. If for some h G n{M), ^{h) = 0 then, \h\ < (sup犯力 |/i|)/a on EA 
and h is bounded on e^. If /i is a constant, then since |/z| < (sup视力 \h\)fA and 
inf丑4 /a 二 0, we know h 三 0. If h is not a constant then the maximum of \h\ must 
be attained at infinity, but h is bounded on the parabolic end e^, the maximum 
and minimum of h on e^ must be attained on dca- So the maximum of \h\ on 
M must be attained on the infinity of non-parabolic ends EA- But we already 
know that \h\ < (sup犯斗 |/i|)/a, i.e., siip^：^ \h\ < sup泥� \h\ because 0 < fa < 1. 
So sup^ v/ l^ 'l is attained at an inner point of M:, thus h is a constant function on 
M. Then again by \h\ < (sup旭斗 we know h = Q. So (I> is injective. 
If / = 0, by Theorem 4.2.10, we know the image of (I> is exactly (AaOaej G 
such that if we define f = ha on e^, 
i Joe^ 彻 — J d B M diy — . 
We now show the kernel of (I>. Assume h G ker$, then h is bounded on e^. Then 
as the argument above, we can show that sup^v/1 "I is obtained at an inner point 
of M, thus by maximum principle, we know h is a constant function. • 
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Then we have the following 
Theorem 4.2.13. Let M, EA and e^ be as befor^e, we have 
(a) I f l > l , then dimHi>(M) = 
(h) I f l > l , then c l i m H � ( M ) = E 舶 / 
(c) If I > 1，then dimH'SiM) = E 顧 力 . 
Proof, (a) For any h G HD[M), we know 
(I)(/i) = (/iA,0) e YlAei^D^EA) X {0} 
since Hniea) = 0 for all a e J. 
For any ^ I l U e / 九 d e f i n e a harmonic function f on M \ D by 
f 二 hA on Ea and / 二 0 on e^ ,. Then by Theorem 4.2.10, we know there exists 
a harmonic function h on M such that \f — h\ < CJA on EA, \f — H\ is bounded 
on e^ v and h has finite Dirichlet integral on M \ D. So by uniqueness, we know 
$(/i) = (/a,0). 
Also note <l> is linear, so 
盃：H n i M ) 一 UAanoiEA) 
is an isomorphism. Thus 
dimHD(M) = ^dimHDCE^). 
/16 J 
(b)The proof is essentially the same, just notice that now, we have 7Y�(e^O = 0 
for all OL G J. 
(c) The proof is similar. 口 
Then we have the following corollaries 
Coro l lary 4.2.14. Recall that I is the number of non-pamholic ends. We have 
I < dimTig^M). 
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Proof. Constants are in Hp (M)，so in order to prove the corollary, we only need 
to prove it in the case I > 2. But when I > 2, by Theorem 4.2.13, 
d imn^{M) = ^ dim • 
AEI 
Now notice that for every A E L, 1 - /A ^ H芳(EA), i.e., > 1, so 
AEI A£I 
Thus 
dimU'SiM) > I. 
• 
Coro l lary 4.2.15. Suppose M is a complete, non-compact, cormected Rienian-
niaji manifold with dimension n > 2 satisfying 
Ric > —p[x) 
for some non-negative continuous function p. Let L 二 —A — p. Then 
(a) If XI(LM) > 0, then M has at most one non-parabolic end. 
(b) If XI{LM\K) > 0 fo7�some compact set K, then M has at most finitely many 
non-parabolic ends. 
Proof, (a) By Theorem 3.4.1, any harmonic function f on M satisfying 
G L\M) 
is constant, i.e., dim Hi)(M) 二 1, so 
I < c\\mnf^ {M) = 1， 
i.e., M has at most 1 non-parabolic end. 
(b) We show 
dimH'SiM) < +00. 
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Take V to be the space of I? harmonic 1-forms on M. Denote 0 = M\K. Notice 
that Ai(Lq) > 0 implies there exists 0 < € Lipioc{^ X) such that 
+ p{x)ip < 0 
weakly on O = M \ K. And for any ^ eV,(p=-旧， 
/ (p^  < oo, 
JM 
so 
[ 丨 剑 2 二 O(.厂2) 
J Br 
as r 一 OO. By Bochner formula and Kato inequality we also know 
(pAct) + 武x)(P ——> 0 
‘ rn — 1 
weakly on M. Apply Theorem 3.3.3 with a{x) = p{x), H = p = l^A = we 
have dim V < +oo. So we know 
d i m U ' S i M ) < dim V < +oo. 
So 
I < dimHg'(M) < +0C, 
i.e., M has at most finitely many non-parabolic ends. • 
We want to know when the ends of a manifold are all non-parabolic and we 
have the following 
L e m m a 4.2.16. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold. Assume that 
for some 0 < a < 1； there exists a constant S{a) such that the L'^-Sobolev 
inequality 
[ < [ |Vtf 
\ JM 乂 JM 
holds for every smooth function compactly supported in the complement of a com-
pact set K. Then every end of M is either non-parabolic or has finite volume. 
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Proof. Let E be an end with respect to the domain D. For a sequence {Ri}, 
such that lini^_oo Ri = oo, let {hi} be a sequence of harmonic functions such that 
hi = 1 on dE and hi 二 0 on dB{Ri)门 E. Then a subsequence, which we still 
denote by { " � } converges locally uniformly to a harmonic function h on E, which 
satisfies Q <h < I on E and /i = 1 on dE. 
We claim that if vol(E) 二 oo, then h is non-constant, and therefore E is non-
parabolic. 
To prove the claim, fix i, and let 0 be a smooth cut-off function such that suppcp C 
E, 0 = 1 on E \ Ei, and |V0| < C for some constant C. 
For every j > i the function d f j is compactly supported in E and vanishes off 
Ej, so by Sobolev inequality, 
\ JEj � JEj 
JEj \ Z / 
Oil the other hand, since hj is harrnoiiic on Ej and vanishes on dE” while 0 
vanishes on dE, integrate by part， 
L 作 " / = — ( ( 办 A 丨 h + h 娜 、 y h ] ) ) = - 臺 义 师 I 确 、 
which combined with the above inequality gives 
( [ < S{a) [ |V(^|2/i�. 
^Jej } JE, • 
Since jV0| < C arid \V(j)\ 二 0 outside E^, 
( I hf'^V''^ < S{a)C I K], 
\ JF�)\Ei ^ JE, 
for every j > j o > i . 
If the limiting function h is constant, since h = 1 on dE, i.e., 三 1 on E, and hj 
is monotone increasing to 1 on E. By letting j — oo in the above inequality, we 
have 
(vol(Ej�) — ml(Ei)厂 < S{a)Cvol{Ei). 
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now let jo — oo, we have vol{E) < 0 0 . 口 
We now know when the Sobolev inequality holds, for that we define the isoperi-
metric and Sobolev constants on a manifold. 
Def in i t ion 4.2.17. If dM • 0，we define the Dirichlet a-isoperim,etnc constant 
of M by 
IDJM) 二 inf - V . 
、,f^ ccM,石onaM二0 
Def in i t ion 4.2.18. If dM + 0. we define the Dirichlet a-Sobolev constant of M 
by 
肌 ( M ) 二 i n f j , .••^丨丄. 
/e<i(M),/丨謝=0 (JM 1 / r ) " 
For the relations of the two constants, we have 
T h e o r e m 4.2.19. For any a > 0，we have IDa{M) = SDJM). 
The proof is basically applying the co-area formula to functions in 
Please refer to [15] for details. 
Apply the theorem, we have the following lemma 
L e m m a 4.2.20. Suppose that 
1( I < I |Vu|, 
for some a G (1, and for every function u G compactly supported in 
M \ K. Then the following holds: 
(a) There exists a constant C depending only on a such that the volume growth 
estimate 
VOI{BR{X)) > CR^^ 
holds for every geodesic ball BR(X) C M\K. In particular every end with respect 
to K has infinite volume. 
(b) Assume a <2. Then the L"^-Sobolev inequality 
S2{ar'{ J Ivl^^)"^ < I i V t f 
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holds for every v G with compact support in M \ K with 
她 ) = = [ Y ^ J . 
Proof, (a) We know the assumption implies, 
/ \ -
6 \ ( a ) - 啊 广 < vol{dn) 
\ / 
for every relatively compact domain O C C M \ K. 
Let be a family of smooth cut-off functions such that (p^ = 1 on Br{x).么=0 
outside Br+e and < f for every e > 0. Then we know 
(^VOl{Br{x))y < ^VOl(^Br+e{x)\Br{x)y 
Let e — 0 and apply the co-area formula, for a.e. r, 
(2Si{a)y^ (volBr{x)y < 去(volB八X)), 
i.e., if denote / ( r ) = vol{Br{x), 
a' — 丄 \ / V / 
integrate we have 
(b) Let V be a smooth function compactly supported in M \ K, then for the 
2 a 
function u == v we nave 
J < J |V(K'|^)| 
‘ 2 f 丄 - 1 V7 
= / V V V 
2~-aJ 
2 f i n 
< / V Vv 
<-！4^(M”(/i-,丨 f 
Simplify, we have 
广25^1 (a)�—V f ^ f ^ 2 
• 
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Notice that when a G (1,2)n(1, Lemma 4.2.16 and Lemma 4.2.20 apply, 
then every end of M with respect to K is non-parabolic. 
4.3 Some topological applications 
VVe want to show that small perturbations of the minimal immersions into a 
Caxtan-Hadamard manifold do not change the topology at infinity of the sub-
manifold. Please refer to [30] for details. 
We first recall that by [10], if f : (M，� ’)) — {N, (，) is an isometric immersion 
of a complete manifold M of dimension M > 2 into a Cartan-Hadamard manifold 
iV, and H denotes the mean curvature vector field of f , then the following L � 
Sobolev inequality holds 
( / H ^ ) " ^ < [ (|Vu| + \H\\u[) 
\ J M Y J M 
for any u G with 
对M) 二-，>+l)i+气 
tOr'R [m — 1) 
In order to obtain the standard L^-Sobolev inequality so that we can use the 
theorems in the last section, we need to get rid of the mean curvature term. Now 
if we assume H e L饥(M), so that for a suitable compact set K, 
then by Holder inequality, we have 
C{J Inl^)"^ < I iVu! 
holds for every u G WQ^{M) supported in M\K. Then we know, every end with 
respect to K is non-parabolic. Arid we have the following 
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L e m m a 4.3.1. Let f : (M, (,)) — {N, (,)) be an isometric immersion of a 
complete manifold M of dimension m > 3 into a Cartan-Hadamard manifold 
N. Denote by H the mean curvature vector field of f and assume H € 
Then, each end of M is non-parabolic, and therefore the number of ends of M 
is bounded from above by the dimension of space bounded harmonic functions 
on M with finite Dirichlet integral In particular, if M has at least two ends, 
then M supports a non-constant, bounded, harmonic function with finite Dirichlet 
integral. 
Now we can prove 
T h e o r e m 4.3.2. Let f : (M, (,)) — (N, (,)) be an isometric immersion of a 
complete manifold M of dimension m > 3 into a Cartan-Hadamard manifold N 
whose sectional curvature along f satisfies 
NSectfi^�> 
for some non-negative function n风x) e Denote by H and I f the mean 
curvature vector field and the second fundamental tensor of f respectively，and 
let a{x) e C^{M) be the function defined by 
a{x) = {m - + \II\i\II\ + m\H\){x). 
Assume that H e L爪(Af), and let I) 二 一A — a{x). If 
XI{LM\K)>0 
for some compact set K, then M has only finitely many ends. If 
Ai(L)>0 , 
then M has only one end. 
Proof. By Gauss equation, the Ricci tensor of M satisfies 
MRicc(x) > -a{x). 
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Now according to Lemma 4.3.1, all ends of M are non-parabolic. So the conclu-
sions come from Corollary 4.2,15. 口 
In [1], M. Anderson proved that a complete minimal subrnanifold f : M饥一 
of finite total scalar curvature |//| G L爪(M) must be totally geodesic if it has 
only one end. With this and together with the theorem proved above, we have 
T h e o r e m 4.3.3. Let f : M饥W be a complete mijiimal subrnanifold with 
finite total scalar curvature. Suppose that f is stable, i.e., Ai(—A — |//p) > 0. 
Then f(M) is an affine m-plane. 
Proof. Just notice that in our case, 0 = H e L爪(iV/)’ and R{x) = 0, so Theorem 
4.3.2 applies with a{x) = 
Since 入i(—A — a{x)) > 0, then M has only one end. So / ( M ) is totally geodesic, 
i.e., / ( M ) is an affine m-plane. 口 
And we want to know when the bottom of the Schrddinger operator is non-
negative. 
L e m m a 4.3.4. Suppose the followirig Sobolev-type inequality 
holds for any v G on M with Q < a < l. S{a) > 0 constants and 
h e C°(M) a non-negative function. Consider the Schrodinger operator 
L = - A - a{x) 
with a{x) e Cf{M) and set a+{x) 二 max{a(:r), 0}. If 
then 
Xi{LM) > 0. 
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If 
1 1 " � + S + o o， 
then there exists a sufficiently large compact set K such that 
^i{LM\K) > 0. 
Proof. Let K C M be a compact set (possibly empty), and O 二 M\K. For every 
V E by our assumption 
一 妙 ‘ 2 ) > ( i v ' " | 2 + / 仲 ’ 2 ) — y 丄 + ⑷ 寺 2 
> S{ay' ( v^y'"^ - I + h\l^i (O) ( v^y “ 
^ (制-1-I丨知+ 产广， 
Now if h + a： L 丄…、 < then 
T La ( M ) — \ ‘ 
I ( i V / f - 种 , ’ 2 ) > 0 
J M \ } 
f o r a n y i; G S o XI(LM) > 0. 
If ||/i + a+|| < +00, then there exists K C M compact, big enough, such that for 
Q 二 M \ K, wc have 
I I � + 训 L i ( � S 风 a O —1-
For such K and O, we have 
[ ( | V t f - a{x)v^) > 0, 
Jn \ ) 
f o r a n y U G S o XI(LM\K) > 0. • 
One step further, we want to know when the Sobolev-type inequality holds. 
Since we already have the following 
1( I M^)"^ < I (|Vu| + \H\\u\) 
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for anv u G with Si{M)=卜 1(爪+1)'+击• Now apply the inequality to 
u = with V e we have 
厂，2m \ ^  f /2m - 2 ^ “ 
Si(m — / ) < / ^ t’卜-2 Vt，+ 丨斤丨丨？;卜 
Wm 乂 — JM ^rn-2 ) 
2m - 2 / f � .oN 2 / f 5 
< / Vt'T / h 卜-2 
— m - 2 \JM / 乂 
十 
50 
\ 1 / 厂 2m 2m-2/ f ^ / f H 2 2�2 
m "M / M ^ ) < — — o i / V t - n + / I丑I ) • 
\JM 乂 M-2 \JM ) \ H! ) 
Simply it, we have 
\ 2/ /‘ I 1 � ^ z / 2m — 2 / f ^ 2\i . f f 2�全、2 
51 m -2 / v 'rn-2\ < / V ^ f 十 / I丑丨 ) 
V Jm 乂 \ m - 2 \ JM ) 乂 JM ) ) 
< y + 内 [ | V . f + ( l 4- 1 ) [ 
— V (m - 2)2 ) Jm V 川 M 
for any e > 0, i.e., 
^ ) \Jm 乂 - JM 4(m —1)2 人,, 
where S.i^ m., e) = S , ^ . 
Notice that when f is minimal, H = 0, the best constant 肌，e) is achieved by 
letting e — +oo. In that case, we set Siirn) 二 爪，+oo). Then by the former 
lemma, we have 
Lemma 4.3.5. Let f : (M, (,)) — (A\(,)) be an isometric immersion of a 
complete manifold M of dimension m > 3 into a Cartan-Hcidamard manifold N. 
Consider the operator 
L = —A — a(x) 
with a(x) e If for some e > 0, 
(m-2�\2 2 丨 <-c (rn A'' 
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then 
Ai(LM) > 0. 
If 
^ — — ^ 2 + < +00, 
4(m — 1)2 L^ 
then 
M[Lm\K) > 0. 
In the special case when N is MP, by a computation in [31] of P. Berard, 
together with the above lemma, we can prove 
T h e o r e m 4.3.6. Let f : (M, (,)) — W be a complete, minimal immersed 
submanifold of dimension m > 3 whose second fundamental form satisfies 
( [ \ I i r f < (D 2 S2(m)—1. 
Then f{M) is totally geodesic. 
Proof. From Proposition 1.2 of [31], we know that == |//| is a weak solution of 
脚 + (2 ———> 7 ^ 
V n - rnJ [m + 2){n - m) - 2 
Now by our assumption 0 e [/%M), so we ha,ve 
浏 + 0 0 ) . 
JdBr 少 
Define 
� m f 1 \ ,9 
L = - A - ~ { 2 2 V n — rn / 
Apply Lemma 4.3.5, we know that XI{LM) > 0. So there exists a positive solution 
if e C � ( A f ) for the differential equation 
A m 1 \ ,0 ^ + — 2 U V = 0. 
2 \ n — m J 
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Apply Theorem 2.2.3 with a(x) = (2 - 丄 丑 = = f - 1,A = 
-(rn+2)(Lm)-2，Since f — 1 � — ( 财 2 ) ( = , ) _ 2 ’ we can conclude that 0 is a con-
stant. Now if 0 三 0, we know |//| 三 0. If (/> 0, then cp is a non-zero constant 
function, so a(x)三 0, i.e.，|//| 三 0. So in either case we know, 
//| 三 0 , 
i.e., / ( M ) is totally geodesic. 口 
Chapter 5 
Splitting theorems 
5.1 Splitting theorems for manifolds with non-
negative Ricci curvature 
In this subsection, we give the classical splitting theorem by J. Cheeger and D‘ 
Groinoll. It tells that under some conditions, the Riemannian manifold with non-
negative Ricci Curvature is isometric to the product of R^ ' and manifold without 
lines. Please refer to [4], [15] and [32] for details. 
To start, we have to introduce the Biisemann function. First we define lines 
and rays of a manifold. 
Definit ion 5.1.1. Suppose M is a complete Riernannian manifold. A line is a 
normal geodesic 7 : ( -00, +00) > M such that any of its finite segment is 
a minimizing geodesic. 
Definition 5.1.2. A ray is half-line 7+ : [0,+oc) � M , which is a normal 
geodesic such that any of its segment is a minimizing geodesic. 
Now let 7+ be a ray in M starting from p G M. Define the Busemann function 
/i+W = lim ( r ( 7 + ( 0 , x ) - t ) . 
t—+ OC 
79 
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Note that \r{-f+{t), x)- t\ = \r{prf+{t)) ~r{x,j+{t))\ <r{x,p) foT allt > 0. And 
for 0 < < t2, by triangle inequality, 
r ( 7 + ⑷ ’ x) —h — W7+(力 2 ) , ’T) - h)=力2 - 力 1 + r(7+(^i),.T) - r(7+(力 2), x) > 0. 
So the Busemann function is well-defined. And again by triangle inequality, we 
have 
P+{xi) 一 P+{x2)\ = I lim (r(7+(^),xi) - r(7+(t), X2))| < r(:ri,X2), 
i.e., (3+ is Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant 1. 
If 7 is a line, we can define P— by 
= lim (r{xr/{t)) + t). 
t—*—oo 
It's easy to see that 
+ /i- > 0 
on M, and the equality holds on 7 . 
Before we can prove the splitting theorem, we have to prove 
L e m m a 5.1.3. Suppose (M, g) is an n-dimerisional complete Riemannian mani-
fold with non-negative Ricci curvature, f is a Lipschitz function on M such that 
/ > 0 and Af < 0 in the sense of distribution. For any p G M, and R > 0 
sufficiently small，we have 
m I /， 
where u)n is the volume of the unit ball in M^. 
Proof. Take (r, 6) to be the normal coordinate around p, where 
Then near p, g can be written as 
ds^ = dP + r'^gijdOidOj. 
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Denote G 二 det(.狗)，since Af < 0, for any 0 < t < R, hy Divergence theorem, 
0 > [ A f = [ 
JB{t) JdB(t) dr 
We know 
, n —1 dlnVG A r = + — • 
T or 
And for Ricc{M) > 0，we know A r < so 
or 
So 
[ A / = / ^ V G d e 
力 1 人⑴ JdB(t) dr 
> LM 泥 + • 
=U f / 如 ） dt V ) 
Thus 
兰(I /勸 ) < 0. 
咖 JdB{t) 
Note that V^(0) = 1, so 
nujJ{v) > I f 彻 
JdB{t) 
二 丄 / / 
.t^-' JdBit) 
Integrate the above inequality from 0 to R, we have 
m > I /• 
• 
Now we are ready to prove 
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T h e o r e m 5.1.4. Suppose M is an n-dimensional complete Riemannian manifold 
with non-negative Ricci curvature. If M contains a line, then M is isometric to 
E X N，where N is an (n — 1)-dimensional Riemannian manifold, and R x N is 
endowed with product metric. 
Proof. Assume 7 is the line in M. Fixed p = 7(0) G M. By Proposition 1.1.4, 
for any if G > 0 and any fixed t, 
[ = [ 
J M J M 
= / ipAr(x,'y{t)) 
JM 
� r n - 1 
- J M 八 冗 广 柳 仏 
Let t — +00，we have 
[ = [ 細 < 0. 
J M J M 
It implies, in the sense of distribution, 
< 0. 
Similarly, 
A/j— < 0. 
So we know 
+ 0 - > O on M, 
+ p一 = 0 on 7 , 
A(/3+ + P-) < 0 in the sense of distribution. 
By Lemma 5.1.3, we have 
/ (/3+ + /L). 
⑴ n 上(JBR(X) 
Take x e M such that [3+{x) + p-{x) = 0, we know there exists some R> 0 such 
that 
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on BR{X). By an open-close argument, and notice that 7 C {x G M\p+{x) + 
p_{x) 二 0}, in particular {x G Mld+{x) + P—(x) = 0} is non-empty, we know 
M = {x e M\0+{x) + P4x) = 0 } ’ i.e., 
13+ + 三 0. 
So + 6-)三 0, which then implies in the sense of distribution, 
A,6+ = 0, A/5_ = 0. 
And then by regularity theorem for second order elliptic equations, are 
smooth. 
As shown in [ 4 ] ， 二 1 almost everywhere. Then by Bochner formula, 
0 = A|V/?+|2 
= 2 Y^ I + 2 E mc綱脇 + 2 




( M l � = 0 
for all i, j, i.e., 
•(•/?+) 二 0, 
i.e., is a parallel vector field on M. By de Rliam Decomposition Theorem, 
M is isometrically diffeomorphic to E x N, where N = {x G M\p+{x) = 0}. • 
5.2 Splitting theorems for manifolds of Ricci cur-
vature with a negative lower bound 
In this subsection, we show that, if instead of non-negative Ricci curvature, we 
only have Ricci curvature with a negative lower bounded, then if we also assume 
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some proper lower bound of the first eigenvalue of Laplacian, we can still have 
some splitting theorems. Please refer to [20], [21], [30] and [36] for details. 
We start by the lemma for later use, 
L e m m a 5.2.1. Let pi > l,p2> 0. Then the positive solution of the differential 
equation 
is given by 
( / _ \ / \ \ 
f3(t) 二 Ci exp t^/pJpi - 1) + (h exp — - 1) J , 
v ^ , \ “ 
for some Ci, C2 > 0. 
Proof. Set 
Q^  = 
we easily check a satisfies 
a — P2(Pi — — 0. 
Then everything follows. 口 
Then we can prove 
T h e o r e m 5.2.2. Suppose ( M , � , � ) is a complete manifold of dimension m > 2 
with Ricci curvature 
Ric{M) > —p 
for some constant p > 0. Suppose that u e ( 7 � ( A l ) is a non-constant harmonic 
function such that, for 
= |Vw| e LipiociM), 
it holds that 
功zX功 + P'li)'^ 二 ？—-, m - 1 
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weakly on M. Then the level sets of u are smooth hyper surf aces, and (M，〈,〉) 
splits as the warped product M x EQ with the metric 
for a.suitable level set EQ of U endowed with the inherited metric, and where 
f C i exp C t ^ ) + C2 exp ( — t ^ ) X 2 = 77-77； 
V + ()2 / 
for some non-negative constants Ci, C2 which are not both zero. Moreover, if M 
has a least two ends, then EQ is compact and M has exactly two ends. If both 
ends of M have infinite volume，we many choose EQ in such a way that 
2 ( I ~P \ 
uj(t) = cosh . 
V \J m - IJ 
If one end of M has finite volume, then, up to replace t by —t, we have 
uj(i) : exp ( 2 l J ^ - ^ - ― . 
V \l m — 1J 
The proof is to find a harmonic function u on M, such that the Kato inequality 
becomes equality. Then we know Hess{u) = diag{-{m — 1)仏仏...,/i}. What's 
more, u has no critical point and \ Vu\ is constant on level sets of u. Then consider 
the flow 力）of the unit vector field it moves level sets of u onto level sets of 
u. Therefore, fixed a level set TQ, the map 0 : M x EQ ^ M realizes the splitting. 
We then check it's isometry if we give E x EQ the product metric. The proof is 
delicate, we ornit the details here. Please refer to [20\�30] and [35 . 
, L J ' L J L J 
Before we can prove the main theorem, we still have to prove some lemmas. 
Assume D is a relatively compact domain with smooth boundary and {Dn} is 
an exhaustion of M by relatively compact domains with smooth boundary and 
D CC Dn CC Az+i. 
If M has at least two non-parabolic ends Ei, E2 with respect to D, then the 
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sequence of functions Un which solves the boundary value problem 
Aun = 0 in Dn, 
< Un = 1 on dDn n El, 
V 
has a subsequence which converges locally uniformly on M \ D to a bounded 
harmonic function u with finite Dirichlet integral such that 0 < u < u 二 
1, and inf五2 u = 0. And we have the following estimate from [20] and [21] of P. 
Li and J. Wang. 
L e m m a 5.2.3. Let E be an end of M with respect to a relatively compact domain 
D with smooth boundary. Assume 
0 < Ai 二入 1(—八£；)：= inf J � : • 
Let u be the harmonic function obtained by the procedure descried above, and 
0 < 6 < \/Ai- Then there exists a constant C = C{u) such that 
where 




Proof. We consider the case where E + Ei； so that the approxima,tion sequence 
Un satisfies the boundary condition Un = 0 on E 门 dDn- The case E 二 Ei is 
proven by replacing ？^  by 1 — u. Let o e D and RQ such that D C BRQ{O). 
Fix R > 2RQ, and choose N big enough such that BR{O) C Set E.n 二 
E n DN., DEN 二 DDN R\E,ER = ED BR{O) a n d OER = DBNIO) 0 E. Set ^ b e a 
smooth cut-off function such that 0 < < 1 on M , = 0 in BR{O), = I in 
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Fix 0 < < \/Ai and integrate over En to obtain 
f I•(一7�tiJ|2 二 [ + 2 / 
J En J En J E.n 
+ [ 一 
JER,. 
= f f 陶 2 
J Er^ J En 
Apply divergence theorem, and notice that u^ vanishes on dEy,； while ip e^?^ '' is 
zero on dE, and Un is harmonic on En, we have 
J Efi J 
= - f '押〜rAUn - [ 
J Err -JE^ 
——/ 卞 
JSn 
Insert it to the above identity, yields 
I I • ( 沪 I 會 ” | 2 . 
J En J En 
By Young's inequality, for any e > 0, the right hand side is bounded above by 
(1 + e ) 沪 [ 知 + (1 + 6-】.）f 以 
J En JEr, 
and together with Poincare inequality yields 
(Al — (1 + f ul � < ( 1 + 厂 / 
JEr. - ^ o j JEJAErq 
Now choose 
gives 
( A i - ^ r / < / +2扣， 
JEn — ^oj J En\ER� 
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hence 
u y � [ 《 巧 
JE-R, - ^Oj J 
Choose R 二 2RQ and let N — +00, yields 
(Ai-^j / U e < / 
JE\E{2Ro) 几0 J E2RQ\ER^ 
and the desired conclusion follows. Q 
L e m m a 5.2.4. Assume M has at least two non-parabolic ends and E is an end 
of M with respect to D satisfying 
0 < Ai 二 Ai(—ZVe) = inf � , . 
Let u be the harmonic function obtained by appwximation with respect to Ei. 
Then there exists a constant C 二 C(u, VAi) > 0, such that for every suffi.ciently 
large R, 
f e2v�� ( ' / . , — < C, 
J ERXEU-I 
where 
1 tf E = El 
a — < 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
The proof is similar but more complicated, we omit it here. Please refer to 
20] and [30 . 
Also as in [20] and [30], for the gradient of u, we have 
L e m m a 5.2.5. Suppose E is an end of M with respect to D satisfying 
0 < Ai = AI(-A£；) 二 inf , . 
Let u be the harmonic function obtained by approximation with respect to Ei. 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of R such that for R sufficiently 
large, 
[ 广 < CR. 
JER 
In particular |Vw|2 g L\E). 
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Proof. Let ip be the cut-off function 
‘ r O ? ; ) - R + L on E{R) \ E{R — 1), 
1 on F ( I i + l ) \ E ( R ) , 
— ] R - 2 - r(x) on F(R-h 2) \ E(R + 1), 
0 otherwise. 
\ 
Consider the vector field 
(p '^uVu 
we have 
div{ip^u\/u) = (f^uAu + 
Integrate it, we have 
/ v?2|Vu|2 = - 2 - / vAiAii 
JE J E JE 
2 JE JE 
By definition of if, 
[ < 4 [ 
J E { R + 1 ) \ E { R ) J E{R+2)\E{R+1) 
It follows that 
[ e2知|Vt/f < e 2八 (则 I I • � 2 < c 
J E、R+1)\MR) ‘ Je(R+1)\E{II) 
Set R = RQ + i and sum over 1 < z < A; to get 
I e2叫 < Ck < C{Ro + k)‘ 
J E{Ro+k)\E{Ro+l) 
So the first assertion is proved. For |Vw|2 6 
[ |Vu|2 < T [ e-2v/X].(i?�+fc) f 一 
7e\E(Ro) k J E{Ro+k+l)\E{RQ+k) J dBr 
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With all preparations, we can now prove the following splitting theorem in 
20 . 
T h e o r e m 5.2.6. Suppose (M, (,)) is a complete manifold of dimension m > 3 
satisfying 
Ai = A I ( - A M ) > 0 
and 
777 — 1 
Ric{M) > 
^ ) - m-2 
Then either 
(a) M has only one non-parabolic end. 
or 
(b) M splits as the warped product R x E with metric 
〈,〉二 d力2+cosh2(力 
where (E, ( , ) ) is a compact, isometricalhj imbedded hyper surface of (M, (,)) sat-
isfying 
Ric{E) > — Ai. 
Proof. Assume M has at least two non-parabolic ends, and Xi{M) > 0. Then, 
there exists a non-constant harmonic function u on M obtained by approximation. 
Set w = \Vu\, and note that Xi{E) > /\i(M), we have the energy estimate 
[e2八〜丑. 
J BR 
with R sufficiently large. From Bochner's formula and assumptions on the Ricci 
curvature of M, 
功 A 功 + 诊2 •功 |2. 
rn — 2 rn — 1 
Now the operator 
rn — 1 L = -A-H—•-Ai, 
m - 2 
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where H = satisfies XI{LM) 二 0. Furthermore, by Holder inequality, 
f , 2m-2 f / 2VAir /2\ ^ -2^VXir / Ip rn- l = / e ^ 1p j e '肌 
J BR JBR 
< C R 气 1 e - 称 产 
J BR 
By CO-area formula and Bishop comparison theorem, we have 
/ g-2(m-2)v/Air = 广 / 
J BR JO JdBt 
< c e成t'鳴-一dt 
Thus 
f om-2 R if m 二 3, / xI; ^ < , 
I ‘ — 1 rn — 2 
J BR I R ^ if m > 4. 
In either case 
which implies 
IdBr ^ “ 
Apply Theorem 2.2.4 with p = A = H - 1— we deduce that 
功A功 + 妙2 二 •训 2 . 
rn — 2 m — 1 
Then apply Theorem 5.2.2, and note that A i � 0 , so the ends with infinite volume 
are exactly the non-parabolic ends. Thus the proof is complete. • 
We want to know what exactly is Ai(M) in the case 
For that we need 
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L e m m a 5.2.7. Suppose M is a complete Riemannian manifold. If there exists a 
positive function f defined on M satisfying 
A / < - A / . 
Then 
Ai(M) > A. 
Proof. Let D C M be a smooth compact sub domain of M and Xi{D) the first 
Dirichlet eigenvalue on D. Let u be the first eigenfunction satisfying 
/ 
Au 二 — on D, 
u = 0 on dD. 
\ 
We may assume li > 0 on D, what's more, we may assume u > 0 in the interior 
of D by strong maximum principle. Integrate by part gives 
( A l p ) - A ) [ uf > [ uAf - I fAu 
J D J D J D 
= [ u — _ f f — 
— 加 JdD diy 
> 0, 
where z/ is outward unit normal of D. Note J^ uf > 0, thus Xi{D) > A for 
arbitrary compact sub domain D C M. Since 
Ai(M) 二 inf Xi{D), 
DCM 
the theorem is proved. • 
Now for f = we have 
/ d^ \ sinh(t) d \ , 9 /� 
A / 二 + 爪 - 石 c o s h 2 , � V o r cosh(t) a t / 
= 一 (m — 2)cosh2-” ⑷ 
= — ( m _ 2 ) / 
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So Ai(Af) > m - 2. 
On the other hand, 
[ f = r V{N) cosh"-卜 1 1 c o s h — 2 ) tdt 
J[-td]xN J-t 
=\/(A0 J cosh'^ -"^  tdt 
This implies f G L'^{M) for m > 3. By a similar computation, we know f e 
L'^(M) for m > 3. So when m > 3，/ is an eigenfunction, hence Ai(M) < m - 2. 
Hence when m > 3, 
Ai(A//) = m — 2. 
Now for the case 
By testing the function f{t) = we can see Af 二 i，e., 
M M ) >_ 
5.3 Manifolds with the maximal possible eigen-
value 
By a theorem of S. Y. Cheng, for an m-clirnensioiial manifold M, if Ric{M) > 
-[rn — 1), then Ai(M) < ("“：丄广.Now if we assume M is a simply connected 
Riemannian manifold such that RIC(M) > —(m — 1), and Ai(M) 二 then 
by Theorem 5.2.6, we have the splitting theorem. Moreover, we show that if we 
assume in addition that M is the universal cover of a compact Riemannian man-
ifold M, then M is isometric to the hyperbolic space Please refer to [21], 
36] and[13] for details. 
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Notice that when m > 4,(爪：”。> m - 2, so when the manifold has maximal 
possible eigenvalue, by last section, we have the splitting theorem. What's more, 
we give the following result without proof. Please refer to [21 . 
T h e o r e m 5.3.1. Suppose {M, (,)) is a complete rn-dvmensio'nal manifold with 
rn > 4. Suppose that 
Ric{M) > -(rn — 1) 
and 
Then either 
(a) M has only one end. 
or 
(h) M = Rx N with the warped product metric 
〈,〉二 d力2 + exp(2力)(,)， 
where (iV, (,)) is a compact manifold with non-negative Rica, curvature. 
We remark that by Theorem 5.2.6, the only thing we have to prove here is 
that if M has one non-parabolic end and at least one parabolic end, then M must 
splits as in case (b). The difficulty here is that we can not use the same argument 
as in Theorem 5.2.6，simply because we do not know whether the function u ob-
tained by approximation is constant or not, i.e., we can not rule out ？/• = |Vu| = 0 
situation. In [21], P. Li and J. Wang actually used a different function instead of 
u to get the splitting. 
We now turn to the situation when M is simply connected and has maximal 
possible eigenvalue with the addition assumption that M is also the universal 
covering of a compact manifold M. We first introduce the Martin boundary. 
Let M be a complete non-parabolic Riemannian manifold with a, base point o. 
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Denote H{M) the space of harmonic functions, define 
/Co = {u e n{M)\u{o) 二 M/, > 0}. 
-—«—-‘ 
Def in i t i on 5.3.2. A harmonic function h > 0 on M is called minimal if any 
non-negative harmonic function g < h is proportional to h, i.e., g = Ch for some 
constant C. 
Def in i t i on 5.3.3. The minimal Martin boundary of M is defined as 
二 {/i G is minimal}. 
Then for any positive harmonic function h there is a unique Borel measure / / 
on d*M, such that 
h{x) = I � a x ) d趟 . 
Let u be the measure corresponding to the function 1. Thus, 
1 = [ e ( 训 0 . 
Jd*M 
Now assume M is the universal covering of a compact manifold M and identify 
7TI{M) with the group F of deck transformations on M, and thus M 二 Af /r . 
There is a natural r-action on d\M: for ^ G d* M and 7 G F, define 
( � ( 7 — i . ^ ^ - ) 
( 7 : 綱 二 网 • 
We have for the pushforward metric 7*", 二 "(7—1 丑)for any Borel set 
E e d*M. Now 




= / � � ( 7 — 1 . ” ) 0 — . 
7 a* M 
JD*M "(70) 
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By the uniqueness of v, we have 
二 制吨)-
We define 
J d*M SVi/； 
It's easy to show that ^y) = y) for any 7 G T and 
(j){x. x) = 0, 
and 
J d*M 
By gradient estimates, we have 
< Cd{x,y), 
\/yCj)(x,y�\ < Ccl{x,y), 
Ay(t){x,y)\ < C. 
Let p{t, x； y) be the heat kernel on M, for any 7 G F 
/Xt IX, ry) =p{t,x\y). 
Define 
u{r, x) = - I �cl)�x,y�‘p{T,:c/y�dy. 
丁 J d* M 
It's also easy to check that 7.T) = u(t,x), i.e., u descends to M. What's 
more, 
= i 〜 編 V l o g ? ( 多 f k T S , : r ， 靜 柳 s 
OT JMxd*Mx[0,l] OS 
二 L � IV log (：(/)\^sAyp(rs, X, y)dydu{i)ds 
=AJ [ log ^{ij)\;'sp{TS,x,y)dydiy{Ods) 
^ JMxd*Mx[0,l\ 
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As a result, JM w(t，x)dx is independent of r，because 
[ u{T,x)dx) :: [ 
dr JM JM or 
= [ a J I ^{y)\V\og^{y)\hp{Ts,x,y)dydu{^)ds)dx 
JM ^ JMxa^Mx[o,i] 
= 0 
Let dm = ^^^ be the normalized volume form of M and we have 
Definition 5.3.4. 
P(M) = / u{r, x)dm[x) 
JM 
is called the Kaimanovich entropy. 
By rewriting U{T, X), we can get the following result from [12 . 
Proposition 5.3.5. 
Jm ^ Jd*M , 
Proof. Rewrite u{r, x) as 
u(t, X) = - / (P{x. y)p{T,x,y)dy 
R JM 
1 (* I^T 己 . 
= - (p{x,y)( / T-]ityx,y)dtjdy 
r JM ^ Jo ) 
= - ( (p{x/y)Ayp{t,x./y)dy)dt 
T Jo \ JM , 
二 1 ( I X, y)Ay(l)(x, y)dy) dt 
丁 JQ、/m , 
= / ( - [ 丨 v i o g e W I . M M / " ) 办 ) 
Jd^M Jo \ ) ) 
= / � ^ • l o g e O / ) | 2 p ( T � T ’ J / ) d — ( f K s ‘ 
J M x a * M x [ O J . ] 
Let r —> 0 yields, 
lim U{T, X) = / � � . 
Since (3(M) is independent of r, we get the desired conclusion. • 
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We cite without proof the following technical theorem. Please refer to [36] for 
details. 
T h e o r e m 5.3.6. Suppose (D""—i，分)is a simply connected complete Riemannian 
manifold with Ric(Y) > 0 ,m > 3. Assume there exists a smooth positive, non-
constant function w : S —> M such that 
[誓二 1 - A2. 
for some smooth function A. Then is isowMric to R饥一i and on R爪—i， 
u{x) = C{l + \x-Xo\'^) 
for some constant C > 0 and Xq e M饥一i. 
With all this preparations, we can now give the following results in [36 . 
�Me, first give a sharp estimate of the entropy under a lower Ricci bound. 
T h e o r e m 5.3.7. Suppose (M, g) is an m-dimensiond compact Riemannian man-
一—-
ifold with Ricc{M) > —(m — 1) and TT : M — M Us universal covering. Then 
3{M) < (m — 1)2 and equality holds iff M is isometric to the hyperbolic space 
W\ 
Proof. Because of the assumption on Ricci curvature, for any C ^ 
Vlog'^(x)| < m - 1. 
Hence 
P{M) = I ( [ 
J M ^ JD*M , 
< ( m - 1 ) 2 [ ( f 一郝丨補岭) 
J M \ Jd* M , 
二 ( m — 1 ) 2 I ldm{x) 
J M 
二（m —1)2 
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If f](M) = (m — 1)2, then there exists A C d*M such that iy(d*M \ = 0 and 
for any ^ G A, 
Vlog^(a;)| =m - 1. 
Now take ^ e A, by a lemma from [21], M is isometric t M x S^ —丄 with g = dt? + 
肪,^ = exp (-(m-l)t), where (E, g^) is a complete Riemannian manifold with 
一—.— 
RiciT.) > 0. Notice o G {0} x E and E is simply connected since M is. lim = 2, 
then we are done. From now on we assume m > 3. Since 二 1, 
we know A \ is non-empty. Take r] G and set (j) 二 logTy. We know 6 
satisfies 
= (m — 1), 
< Afp 二 一 
D'^d = - ( m - 1) [g — j^^^zdcp 0 #). 
Let yj 二 exp ( — il) satisfies 
‘ IM 一 1 
< 7 -丄， 
D'^ip 二 tpg. 
\ 
Now we define u as the restriction of il； on E, i.e., u = then u satisfies 
f 二 1 _ 入2. 
D'^ u 二 + A).卯. 
V 
where A 二 擎 along E. 
We now claim that u is not constant function on E. 
Indeed, argue by contradiction. Assume not, then since o G {0} x E and xp 二 
"——-1)，we know %p{o) 二 1 and then w 三 1 on S. Then the conditions u satisfy 
becomes 
j 1 - A2 = 0, 
\ 1(1 + A) = 0. 
which imply A 二 —1, i.e., V?/HO,x)=—羞 along E. So 
x) = e—t 
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and 
7? 二 二 i 
But then 
八 一 1)2 
A " = , 
and thus r/ is not harmonic. Contradiction! 
So u is not a constant function on E. Apply Theorem 5.3.6 yields that (S’gs) is 
isometric to IT".—i. Therefore M is isometric to ]HP\ • 
Let's recall a result from [12] of V. Kaimanovich, 
Theorem 5.3.8. 
,3{M) 二 — lim 去 I p(t, X, y) logp(t, a：, y)dy. 
i—oo t JM 
And we can prove the following lemma: 
L e m m a 5.3.9. Let {M, g) be a compact Rieinannian manifold and tt : M — M 
be its universal covering. Then 
6{M)>AX;{M). 
Proof. For e > 0, 
- - [ p { i , X, y) log v{t, X, y)dy + y f p{e, x, y) log？.r, y)dy 
t JM ‘ t JM 
\ f f^ dp 
= - - J ( logp(s, y) + .T, y)dsdy 
二 - y / [ ( logp(5,a; ,y) + l)Ayp{s,x,y)dsdy 
t J M J f 
= - - I I p{s.,x,y)Ay{logp{s,x,tj) + l)dsdy 
t JM Je 
= 1 / 7 m ^ l ^ d y d s 
t Je Jm 
= 7 / / \'^ys/p{s,x,tj)fdyds 
t Je JM 
4 �广 f > -Xi{M) / p{s,x,y)dyds 
T JE JM 
=jXi{M){t-e) 
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In the last step, we used the fact that M is stochastically complete, i.e., 
/ p{s,x,y)dy = 1. 
J M 
Let t —> oo yields 
l3{M) > 4 A i ( M ) . 
• 
Now we can prove 
T h e o r e m 5.3.10. Suppose (M, {,)) is a compact m-dimensional manifold and 
71 : M — M is the universal covering. Suppose that 
Ric{M) > - ( m - 1) 
and 
Then M is isometric to the hyperbolic space M"'. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3.9, we know 
13(M) > A\i[M) = (m —1)2. 
Then by Theorem 5.3.7, M is isometric to M饥. 口 
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